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Three stude nts assau lted
I
By John Robert
A UNH Junior, Christopher
Nielsen, was arrested on Nov.
15 and charged with the alleged
sexual assault of a UNH woman
in the MUB on Nov. 2.
Nielsen of Rl France Rd.
Barrington~ N.H. allegedly,
"touched her in 'those· areas
against her will," according to
UNH Deputy Police Chief Paul
Kopreski.
Nielsen res ponded to the
charge by saying, "I am confident that I will be acquitted."
The UNH Police said that the

assault didn't appear to . be
serious but it startled the woman
enough to report the incident
to them.
Nielsen is also being charged
with two counts · of simple
assault of a UNH woman and
a UNH man which took place
on Nov. 2 and 10, respectively.
All three incidents are unrelated.
Nielsen was set free on $5,000
personal recognizance bail and
will be arraigned in Durham
District court on Dec. 13.
The UNH police department

apprehended a UNH student
in connection with a flashing
episode that occurred in Fairchild Hall on Sept. 12.
The UNH Police believe that
this is one of many flashers that
have visited Fairchild Hall this
year. "There is probably more
than one "Fairchild Flasher"
but this is definitely one of
them," Kopreski said.
The man will appear in Dur- :
ham District Court on Dec. 13
and could face a maximum of
a year in jail and a $5,000 fine.

Mills selec ted speak er
By Peter Keravich
President Gordon Haaland
has selected former UNH president, Dr. Eugene Sumner Mills,
· to serve as commencement
speaker for the graduation
ceremonies in December.
Mills will also be given an
honorary doctorate of law degree from the university.
Daniel A. DiBiasio, executive
The university incinerator has come under fire lately.
assistant to the president 1 said
(Mike Parnham photo)
Haaland chose Mills "in recognition of his outstanding contributions to UNH."
"It's been a cherishell tradition here that when presidents
distinguish themselves, (outside
the university) to award them
an honorary degree," DiBiasio
said. Nine former UNH presBy Marianne ~oore
Bennett said the min imum idents have been honored, typThe growing concern over price today for a new incinerator ically with doctor of law degrees,
he said.
waste management and its ill is $100 million.
Mills, 64, is currently presHe explained that incineraeffects on the environment has
brought into focus the campus tors are dangerous in several ident of Whittier College in
Whittier, Calif. According to
incinerator , located near the ways.
For example, Bennett said, · the UNH News Bureau, Mills
entrance to college woods.
Dick Rugger, who is in charge the ash produced by the burning was president of UNH from
of waste management at the produces three times the 1974 to 1979.
Between the time Mills aruniversity, says the incinerator amount of toxic waste. He went
burns 100 tons of trash per day. on to say that when the ash is rived at UNH in 1962 and left
Incinerators provide an al- buried in landfills a toxic liquid for Whittier College in 1979,
he was involved in many admiternative to relying entirely on develops· called leachate.
The leachate filters down to nistrative and academic posidumps.
Rugger said the waste is the botton of the landfill and tions at UNH.
Mills has held the jobs of vice
municipal solid waste, or "what requires disposal. However, if
of academic atfairs,
president
leaks,
it
or
spilled
is
leachate
the
dorm."
your
of
you throw out
When asked if the incinerator Bennett said, greater problems dean of the college of liberal arts,
was safe or dangerous to have will occur, such as thecontam- dean of the graduate school and
coordinator of research, accordon campus, Rugger said "What ination of water supplies.
as incinerators go, ing to the UNH News Bureau.
"As
kind of question is that?" He
Mills received his doctorate
added that the incinerator meets they are bad news,"· Bennett
all the environmental require- said. He added he would like to in psychology in 1952.
Mills is currently chairman
ments of the state of New see recycling of 60 percent of
our waste. He maintains that of the board of directors of
Hampshire.
Guy Chichester of Great Bay with recycling "we will never Elderhostel Inc., which he desGreens, a national environmen- have to cut another rain forest." cribed as an independent, yearHowever , Tom Sw_e eney of round, world organization headtal conservation group, said, "I
would never characterize any the New Hampshire Bureau of quartered in Boston.
Elderhostel provides an "acaof these incinerators as not So l id W as te a g reed with
Rugger's statement that incin- demic, experiential learning
dangerous."
program for older people (60
Chichester went on to say that erators are not dangerous.
Sweeney said the incinerator and up )," he said. This year,
for the 20 or so years the EPA
has been in existence it has been at the site "has been very well there are 200,000 people parinfamous fo r its inability to stop operated" and that the facili ty ticipating in 5000 programs in
the decline of the environment. is capable of meet ing a nd ex- 42 countri es , h e said. He said
he ha s bee n involved with
ceeding government standards.
"Their standards aren't worth
H e went on to say tha t the Elderhostel since its creation
a tinker's dam," Chichester said, incinerator has had no major in 1975.
and repeated about th e incin- problems since it s opening,
Mills said that he is currently
erators that there is "no way particularly with emissions. He writing his commencem e nt
to characterize them as safe."
credits th is to good mainte- address and plans to keep it
"relatively brief." He said that
Michael Bennett, a member nance.
he has "many long, happy
univerthe
that
said
Sweeney
of a Rochester based environhas three memories of UNH and happy
incinerator
sity's
strongly
spoke
group,
mental
separate boilers and that two memories of winter commence·
against incinerators.
be shut down while one is ments."
can
Bennett claims that the only
Mills said that the focus of
worked on. Also, Sweeney
being
reason incinerators are in use
day should be on the gradc;hut:
the
1s
incineraror
the
that
said
is because of the pressure big
and their tamilie$. The
uates
year,
a
weektwo
or
one
down
business lobbyists put on goduty of_ the speaker is to "premaintenance.
for
just
vernment officials.

t
• •
UNH 1nc1nera or
under quest ion

serve the dignity of the occasion," he said.
Mills said that he plans to talk
about two subjects: the U nivers i ty of New Hampshire, and
ethics, which he believes will
be of interest to gradua·tes and
their families.
He plans to speak on ethics
as "related to the personal,
professional, and political aspects of public life." He said he
is focusing on ethics because of
its importantance in national
affairs.
The selection of Mills was of
little concern to some students.
"I don't know who he is ... I'm
kind of apathetic about the
whole thing," said Paul
Ouellette, a political science
major who plans to graduate in
December. He said the selectipn
of Mills would not be controversial, and the University was
playing it safe.
Geor_ge Bush gave a com-

far

EUGENE SUMNER MILLS

mencement address two years
ago that created some student
complaints toward the selection
process.
"I don't have strong feelings
about this," Ouellette said.
Colin Frost, a mechanical
engineering major also graduating this December, said that the
choice didn't matter to him as
long as they asked "somebody
recognizable" who "doesn't
choke on his words or make a
fool of himself."

He said that any speaker
would say the same thing--they
would wish the graduates well,
and tell them to take the proper
road in life.
According to Michelle Waltz,
degree analyst for the Registrar's Office, there will be about
1000 people receiving diplomas . .
The ceremony will be held in
the Lundholm Gymnasium in
the Field House on Dec. 18 at
2:00 p.m.
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·Vision s of sugar plums and a job at McDOnalds?
By Karen Hamilton
It's December 26th, all your
presents are open, and you're
watching "It's a Wonderful Life"
with Jimmy Stewart for the
22nd (ime. You've been out of
school for one week and already
your parents are driving you
crazy. This misery could have
been avoided if you knew in
advance how easy it was to find
a temporary job.
Many students just find it
easier to work at their previous
jobsorstayinDurham andwork
at their current jobs.
"I work year round. I manage
at Durham House of Pizza and
over Christmas I just work
double the hours and make more
money," said senior Karen
Astheimer.
Junior Scott Fitzmaurice said
that he doesn't work at his
summer job as a h~ad waiter
because there is not enough
work during Christmas.
"I work at a movie theater at
home and I might come back to
school early to work at Domino's Pizza just to make money
for next semester.
Even though you may not
have a summer job to go back
to during Christmas break, there
are temporary job agencies, such
as Manpower, that help people
find short term jobs to fit their
needs.
Manpower claims they are the
"world's largest temporary help
help firm." They cover the
, seacoast area as far as SeabrO(?k, _

Farmington and Rochester,
New Hampshire, according to
Carol Story, senior service representative for Manpower.
Most of the jobs available
through any temporary service
consist of receptionist's work,
word processing, warehousing
and industrial-type jobs. A
temporary job can give you
increased exposure to the job
market or simply help you earn
money during the Christmas
crunch.
Wages for a temporary job
through Manpower start around
$5.75 per hour, depending on
the job. This is a lot more than
some places are willing to pay
for help, said Story.
"Some retail stores don't want
to pay their temporary help
more than minimum wage.
They can go to McDonald's and
work for $6," said Story.
Story said they get more
college students looking jobs
for the summer than at Christmas, but they always have jobs
available. Some of them may
only be for a couple of days but
other jobs turn into full-time
employment.
"We're always sad to see our
temporaries go," said Story.
Temporary job services are
not the only means available to .
find employmep.t.
Career Planning and Placement Service has a folder that
students can look through to
find a job. Students may or may
not find a temporary job, but

Christmas employment has it's little rewards. (Jody Pratt photo)
the file is always updated whenever information comes in,
according to Carmelle Forcier
who works at Career Planning
and Placement.
Senior Karen Siegel may have
the most appropriate temporary
job for the Christmas season.

She hires people, most often her
friends, to dress up as Santas.
"I manage Santa Clauses at the
Newington Mall. I get paid
salary and make good money
and I get lots of bonuses as well
as it being a career thing," said

Siegel. "We have the best Santas."
Siegel said that she also -manages and hires people to be
Easter bunnies during Easter.
"It's lots of fun. It's the best job
I've ever had."

NEWS IN. BRIEF
- ,--1

Boycott in South Africa
may be hurting economy

Judge upholds charges -

The judge in the Iran-Contra case earlier this
week upheld two of the central charges against
Oliver L. North but dismissed a third charge as
A black boycott of white-owned stores in towns
a "purely cumulative count" that would only confuse
where the newly elected Conservative Party
governments have revived rigid segregation of public · jurors.
U.S. District Judge Gerhard A. Gesell refused
facilities is having a serious impact and is raising
dismiss the two charges of conspiracy to defraud
to
about
businessmen
African
South
among
concern
the government and theft of government property
the potential devastating effects on the economy.
against the former National Security Council aide
After meeting with leaders of the extreme rightthat arose from the diversion of U.S.-Iran arms
wing Conservative Party, Sidney Matus, president
sales proceds to the Nicaraguan rebels.
fo the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the
"The indictment clearly alleges a conspiracy which
country's biggest association, said _he had received
involved concealing the very existence of the profits
reports that "business is moving from certain areas
of the enterprise from the start and hiding from
to others."
Congress information relating to the conspirators'
But he said it was too early to link the moves
assistance for the Contras," Gesell said.
to a black boycott that began last Friday in some
But Gesell dismissed a wire fraud charge, saying
Transvaal towns in protest of the Conservatives'
it "is, in many ways, a cumulative count" that would
plans to reerect "whites only" signs in parks, libraries
only create "substantial confusion in the minds
and other public places.
of the jurors."
proved
have
boycotts
consumer
black
In the past,
Gesell stated that the case involving North may
to be highly effective, particularly in the eastern
go to trial sometime in late January.
Cape Province in 1985. Under the national state
of emergency, however, calling for a consumer
_
boycott is an offense punishable by up to 10 years
of imprisonment.

NRC says Nukes are safer

N.H. jobless rate, 2.3%
An increase in the number of jobs in the trades
helped drop New Hampshire's unemployment rate
to 2.3 percent last month, down from 2.4 percent,
the state Department of Employment Security said
this week. Based on the latest state-by-state data,
New Hampshire's percentage of unemployed
workers was the third lowest in the nation as of
September. Vermont had the lowest jobless rate
with 1.9 percent: Maine was next with 2.2 percent.
The six New England states were among the eight
states with the lowest unemployment rates nationally. The national unemployment rate for October
was 5 percent, the lowest US jobless rate since May
1974. New Hampshire's current rate accounts for
14,090 unemployed workers.

US, Japan to join $8b
Fighter plane project
The United States and Japan announced earlier
this week that they will go ahead with plans to
develop a new fighter plan in a project expected
to cost more than $8 billion.
Foreign Minister Sosuke Uno of Japan and
Ambassador Mike Mansfield of the United States
signed an agreement under which Japan wil bear
the cost of planning and producing the sophisticated
plane. The Fighter, named the FSX, is to be
developed by US and Japanese companies.
Japanese officials have said the total cost of
developing the plane and producing an initial order
of 130 and a follow-up order, both of which will
go to Japan, will be more than $8.2 billion.
Each FSX plane will cost Tokyo $42.2 million,
Japanese defense officials said.
The two countries had clashed on the question
of US participation in the project. Japan originally
sought to develop the jet using only Japanese
countries and technology, while US officials pressed
for a joint project to trimJapan's huge trade surplus
with the United States. The two sides reportedly
agreed to allocate 35 to 45 percent of the project
to us firms.

The head of the Nuclear Regulatory Commision
said earlier this week that U.S. nuclear power plants
have grown safer and more efficient over the last
'
four years.
The remarks by chairman Lando W. Zech Jr. came
Philippine President Corazon Aquino said this
at ceremonies to dedicate an 18-story headquarters ' week she plans to formally notify Washington of
building for the NRC in suburban Rockville, Md.
her governmen_t' s intention ·t o terminate a treaty
He noted that " in 1984 the NRC began trend governing vital US military bases in the Philippines
analysis of the key nuclear parameters used to a year before the pact expires in 1991. A U.S.
monitor reactor operation safety. From 1984 until Embassy spokesman declined immediate comment
now, there has been a clear and definite improve- on Aquino's statement that puts her nation on a
ment."
political, as well as a possible economic, collision
Zech said there had been reductions in unplanned course with the United States, which maintains
automatic shutdowns, other safety system alarms it has until 1992 to dismantle Subic Bay Naval Base
and exposure of workers to radiation.
.
and Clark Air Base.
"Along with this improvement in critical safety
performance indicators, we have seen improvements
in plant reliability and availability," Zech said.

Aquino says lease is up
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Rose pleads guilty
to DWI charges
By Alex Berger
Student Body.Vice President
Mike Rose was fined $440, and
his license was revoked for 180
days after he pleaded guilty to
driving while under the influence.
Rose was arrested last September in Barrington, N.H. and
was released on personal recognizance. He appeared before
the Dover District Court on
November 22.
According to Rose, although
officially his license is revoked
for six months, it will be returned to him in three.

Rose said he learned a lot
from the experience, and he is
looking at the positive aspects
that resulted from his arrest.
''I've made changes in my
lifestyle," Rose said. "I look at
it as a growing experience." He
added that he no longer drinks
alcohol and he has become more
involved with the anti-drunkdriving campaign.
Rose said he has spoken to
Representitive Leo Spencer,
head of the Concerned Citizens
Against Drunk Driving, about
organizing programs on campus
to educate students about drunk
driving.

Haaland listens to
· · age
· Its
commuter concerns OIdest dorm looking
Wood floorboards break through Smith Hall's floors. (Sharon Donovan photo)

ByBethGoddard
President Gordon Haaland
said he would have liked to have
seen more than the twenty
students that attended the open
forum held for commuters Tuesday at 12:30.
But he said that the most
important thing is that students'
questions are answered.
'Tm happy to speak to two
or 200 students," said Haaland.
Jonathan Garthwaite, the
commuter senator who organized the forum, was not pleased
with the attendance but he said,
"I agree with President Haaland
that it's important to get the
information out."
"I didn't even know about it
(the forum)," said Laura Bullock, UNH senior. "I probably
would have go,ne but this is the
first I've hearcl about it."
He said that at least those
who came had their questions
answered and they can spread
the information. "It's good to
hear both sides."
"I expected to see a lot more
people here," said UNH junior
Joleen Kealey. "Students have
been complaining that the administration does not involve
them in decision making, but
it seems to me that students are
not involving themselves."
President Haaland said that
it is frustrating that students
criticize the administration and
ask important questions in
letters to The New Hampshire
but the don't write letters to

himdirecdy.Hesaidhewould
gladly respond to students'
concerns.
Steve Roderick, the only other
senate member to attend the
forum said, "I guess it takes a
controversy to get people to
come. That isn't fair."
Roderick was also disappointed with the senate representation at the forum, especially the
executive members. "I don't
know what it is going to take
to get people involved," said
Roderick. He said that the
Senate provided the opportunity
for people to speak with Haaland, but they can't force students to do what they don't want
to do.
According to Roderick, signs
advertising the forum were
hung all around campus and an
announcement was made over
the intercom in the MUB PUB,
moments before the forum.
Haaland said he is committed
to reducing the number of beds
in Stoke to 400. He said he did
not take the 60 beds out of Stoke
to ma'.ke room for the Registrar's
Office. He said it didn't make
sense to have 600 people living
in a dorm. The original design
of Stoke is no good. It did make
sense to put the Registrar's
Office into Stoke so that it would
be close to the Financial Aid and
Business Offices.
"I think we've made some
good changes in Stoke," said
HAALAND, page 7

By Dan Snapp
· Bischoff said. "Of the $3 5 mester and a summer to comAsk a Smith Hall resident million the Trustees approved plete the renovations," Bischoff
about their dormitory, and for the University, our share said. "During that time, we have
they'll tell you about the IQter- is $18 million for the new to find alternative housing for
the residents. One possibility
national Fiesta, the Internation- housing."
According to Bischoff, anoth- we' re looking at is to house the
al Luncheon, the international
theme overall and the general er reason the Smith renovations Smith residents on a floor or
camaraderie between the res- have to wait until the new two of the new dormitory."
Stressing the importance of
idents as a family. Then they'll housing comes in is the temportell you the place is in lousy ary displacement of Smith res- the Smith international ~heme,
idents.
.
shape.
SMITH, page 7
"It will probably take a seBuilt in 1902, Smith is the
oldest dormitory on campus, and
it shows. According to Smith
Hall Director Cori Schmidt, the
physical deterioration of the
.
dorm is serious.
There are cracks in the walls
throughout the dorm. The bathrooms have holes in their
walls and are dark and damp.
Along the hallways dry rot
decorates the casing and floor.
Recent rains flooded the
cellar, leaving the floor surface
cracking and the paint peeling.
Mildew covers the walls.
There are cracks and holes
in the individual rooms as well.
In one room, the ceiling has
started to crack and fall down.
The university originally "fixed"
the crack by gluing it.
According to Carol Bischoff,
Director of Residential Life,
there are future plans for complete renovation of the dormitory. However, funding for the
project remains a major obstacle.
"The current plan is to link
the money for the new housing
with the renovation of Smith,"
Bischoff said, "so we won't see
anything done for Smith until·
we have the new housing."
Bischoff estimates the cost
of complete i:enovation between
$1.5 and $2 million. -She based
the figures on a study done by
· UNH Architectural Services
several years ago.
Old age has set in at Smith Hall. (Sharon Donovan photo)
"It's almost as costly to renovate as it is to build new,"

Vandals ignite Stoke wreath

University President Gordon Haaland discussed issues at a
commuter forum last Tuesday. (Emily Keleman photo)

By John Robert
dents wielding fire extinIn University Police news this guishers. The Christmas
week, officers responded to the spirited crowd managed to save
Stoke Hall basketball court on the wreath from any extensive
Dec. 1 around 2 a.m. for a fire damage.
of the Stoke Hall Christmas
There was an attempted
Wreath.
break-in at the hockey equipThe vandals used gasoline to ment room in Snively Arena
ignite the wreath and they that probably occured sometime
escaped when police and fire .between midnight on Nov. 19
teams arrived at the scene.
and 7 a.m. on Nov. 21.
The fire was smothered howNothing appears to have been
ev~r by concerned Stoke resi- taken and the rhmage to thf>

door of the room is unknown.
Police are investigating an
argument over a parking space
that happened in the parking
lot of McConnell Hall Monday
night. The person who lost out
on the parking space allegedly
threatened the other with a
hammer.
Since Nov. 15, there have
been 18 students arrested for
unlawful posession of alcohol.
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ON THE SPOT
Are you awar e of the Cool ,A id servi ce on this· camp us, and do you
feel there is an incre asing need for · it, with finals and .the holid ays
appro achin g?

· "I'm quite aware of the Cool Aid
services. I think it's important
for people to release their anxieties on someone who will listen.
More people should find it in
their heart to either join Cool
Aid or support a friend in need"

Dennis Deziel

"No, I'm not that aware of it,
I know it's for people in trouble
but I don't know that much
about it. I think most people
confide in their friends when
they are under stress." .

"I know there is the Cool Aid
service, I've never used it. I
suppose if anyone needs it, it
should be open more, especially
with upcoming finals and all
the stress.

History/ M.E.

Mike Densmore

Pam Norton

Senior

Communications

Undeclared

Sophomore

Freshman

''Yes, I think there is a need for
it because finals are depressing
and Santa Claus isn't going to
help."

Mark Randall
Russian
Freshman

m]
~
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PRIZE ES SA Y CONTEST
TE CH NO LO GY , SO CIE TY , AN D
VA LU ES MINOR
$10 0 CA SH PRIZE AN D AW AR D
DINNER AT NE W EN GL AN D CE N.TER
Open to Anyon e Who Has Taken or is Enroll ed in Three Cours es in
the TSV Cours e List at the Time of Judgin g
_
(See Unive rsity Catalo gue or TSV poster s and inform ation sheets )

Dea dlin e for Sub miss ion of Essa y: Feb ruar y l_ 1989
Announcerrient of Award: Late Febr uary _
Essays submit ted may be essays submit ted to TSV courses , elabora tions of such
essays, or origina l essays.
Submit essays to Bill de Vries, 1989 Co-coo rdinato r, Philoso phy Dept.,. Hamilt on
Smith
Resour ces, James Hall
Forest
,
Carroll
or to John
For Inform ation on the Contes t or the Minor, see either of th~ above or Val Dusek,
1988 Co-Coo rdinato r, Philoso phy Dept., Hamilt on Smith
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UNH dorm contracts co~fine JCALENDAR
By R. Scott Nelson
Whether it's a move to the
room next door or to a fraternity
house, many on-campus students are preparing for changes
in their living arrangements for
next semester.
For some dorm-dwellers, however, getting released from their
university housing contract is
easier said than done.
According to Director of
, Housing and Conference Services Carol Bischoff, the univerity housing agreement is a
legally binding contract lasting
for the full academic year.
"It is · important students
realize it is a two-semester
contract," Bischoff said.
Bischoff said standard reasons
for mid-year release from the
·contract include graduation,
withdrawal, involvem~nt in an
approved academic or exchange
program· and Greeks moving
into fraternity or sorority
houses.
Other reasons, such as medical, financial and off-campus
lease agreements, are looked at
individually, Bischoff said.
Alexander Hall resident Mike
Cote, a Thompson School senior
whose petition and first appeal
have both been denied, said he
and his roommate are in a bind
because of an off-campus apartment lease they have already
signed for next semester.
"There's pt::ople dying to get
on campus, but they won't let
us get off," Cote said. "They said,
in a form letter, that they gave
our petition careful consideration. Sure they did."
Dave Christopher, who transferred from Plymouth State
College second semester last
year, said he experienced difficulty trying to get on campus.
He does not understand why the
Department uf Residential Life
won't allo'w more students to
terminate their leases at midyear.
"I had a huge hassle trying
to get into the dorms," Christopher said. "I didn't find that
I was in until late January, right
before second semester starred."
"How are people supposed
to make other housing arrangements if thev can't find out
about their cam pus lease until

late December-or January?"
If things go normally, howChristopher said.
ever, 400 .to 500 on-campus
Sophomore Polly Bachelder, students will leave after this
a Williamson Hall resident . semester due to graduation,
whose first .petition to break her withdrawal, internships and
housing lease was rejected, said exchange programs, Bischoff
her appeal was finally granted said.
due w financial reasons.
"It would be ideal if the
"The initial petition was demand for students coming in
denied," Bachelder said. "In the and leaving were equal," Biappeal, my mother wrote that schoff said, "but it doesn't
she absolutely couldn't pay, and alw~ys _work that way."
they accepted that."
Bischoff stressed that many
Besides petition, eviction is
changes may occur between now
the only other way for students
and next semester, pending the
to be released from the housing
arrival of information on stuagreement, Bischoff said.
Student Conduct Director dents transferring, being readCindy Garthwaite said offenses mitted and suspended because
.
that may result in eviction of grades.
"The waiting list number is
include false pulling of fire
very fluid," Bischoff said. "It
alarms, simple assaults and
could change completely in a
repeated alcohol offenses.
few weeks."
A campus resident, wh_o
"By the second week in Dewished to remain anonymous,
cember, we will have more
said she was considering being
information about new people,"
evicted purposely in order to
Bischoff said. "Then we can hear
be released from her housing
more appeals of petitions that
lease.
"We're thinking of getting were denied in the first round."
Cote said- he thinks most
a keg or blasting the music," she
appeals
said. "We are desperate because chance will not have much
..
of an off-campus lease we have
The petition denial letter
already signed, and being evicted
Cote received stated, "Please
is our last course of action."
remember: few, if any, appeals
Bischoff said some campus will be granted."
residents mistakenly believe
Bischoff said of the 159 pethey can find other students to titions the residential office has
take their place in the lease.
received, 120 have been ap"It says right in the Room and proved.
Board Agreement that subless"Of the 39 that were denied,
ors are not allowed," she said.
some needed additional inforBischoff said the on-campus mation before being reviewed
again," Bischoff said.
housing crunch is not as acute
Bischoff said 50 of the apthis fall as it has been in recent
years, leading to a lower demand proved petitions were from
Greek students moving into
for vacated rooms next semesfraternity or sorority houses,
ter.
and
27 were from students
"Our job is to keep halls full
involved in exchange programs.
tq capacity and to manage the
flow of people coming in and
"The number of Greeks releaving the dorms," Bischoff leased is constant every year at
said.
50," Bischoff said. "It is up to
"It's a delicate balancing act," the Greek coordinator's office
Bischoff added. "If I release too to divide those students among
many people, not as much the houses."
·
revenue is brought in. That's
According to Bischoff the
not fair to remaining students, university housing lease lasts
who would have to pay higher the full academic year to ensure
rates."
that the dorms are kept full. In
Bischoff said about 100 stu- addition, she said, a year-long
dents are currently on the lease maintains a more stable
waiting list to receive on- community environment in the
campus housing.
dorms.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2
Last day an announced oral exam or written exam may be
given before final exam period.
CONFERENCE - "Caregiving in the Workplace: A Corporate
Response." New England Center. Re_gistration information:
Professor Karl Pillemer, Horton Social Science Center, 8622515
CHRISTMAS CRAFTS FAIR 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Granite State Room, MUB,

NH,INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR- "A Global Perspective
on International Espionage." Douglas L. Wheeler, 1JNH.
Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
ITALIAN FILM~ "Where's Piccone?" The fantastic comic
voyage into the Neapolitan underworld. English subtitles ..
Forum Room, Library, 7 p.m., students $1, general $2.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY 7 p.m.

vs. Providence, Snively Arena,

LITERATURE IN PERFORMANCE - A senior project
p~rformance and dramatic presentations of literature.
Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m., free, open to public.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3
UNH MUSIC DEPARTMENT AUDITIONS- For appointment, call 862-2404 M-F, 8-4:30
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING Field House, 1 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL p.m.

vs. Holy Cross.

vs. Holy Cross. Field House, 3

LITERATURE IN PERFORMANCE - A senior project
performance and dramatic presentations of literature.
Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 4 p.m., free, open to public.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY 4:30 p.m.

vs. Cornell. Snively Arena,

CELEBRITY SERIES - Ma Rainey's Black Bottom. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Ticket Information: 862-2290

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 4
UNH CONCERT CHOIR AND UNH SYMPHONY Cleveland Howard and Robert Eshbach, directing. Holiday
Concert. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 3 p.m.
.
MUSO FILM - "Camelot." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
STOKE WREATH-LIGHTING CEREMONY - Speakers.,
entertainment, and refreshments will highlight lighting
of Stoke's two story wreath, 7 p.m.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5
BLOOD DRIVE - "We Can't Bear Ckhristmas Without
You." Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
FRENCH & ITALIAN FILM SERIES - 'Jonas qui aura 25
ans en 1'2000." Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.
LECTURE - "Ground-Water Pollution and Protection in
the USSR," Professor Valery A. Mironenko, Professor of
Hydrology and Engineering Geology, Leningrad Mining
Institute. Room 1101, Parsons, 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "The End of Antiquity
and the Rise of Christianity," History Professor John 0.
Voll. Room 201, Murkland, 11 to 12:30 p.m. Open to the
public.
BLOOD DRIVE p.m. -

Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5

STUDENT RECITAL #4 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
1 p.m.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY -

vs. Brown. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.

UNH WIND SYMPHONY AND UNH SYMPHONIC
BAND- Stanley D. Hettinger and Nicholas orovich, directing.
Hohnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

to our new Pan Hellenic President

Holly McCown
SHEER EXCITEMENT
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.UNH meet ing will
discu ss dorm sites

OTICES
ATHLETIC & RECREATION

RECREATIONA L SPORTS FITNESS CERTIFICATES: Gift certificates available for non-credit
fitness programs next semester; Aerobics, Aquacize,
Swim Fitness and Stroke Training, Women's
Weight Training, and the Youth Swim Program.
Purchase in the Recreations! Sports off ice, Rm
151, Field House. 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Open to AA
members and ·anyone who thinks they have a
drinking problem. Mondays-Fridays, Conference
Room, Health Services, 12-1 p.m.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS STEP MEETING:
Open to men only. Fridays, Health Serivces, Library,
12-1 p.m.

RECRUITING LIST: #3 Recruiting list can be
picked up at Career Planning & Placement.
Huddleston, 862-2010.

AL-ANON MEETING: Mondays, Health Services
Library, 12-1 p.m.

COMMENTARY : A collection of short articles
relating to human communication, rhetoric, mass
comm., interpersonal and small group comm. as
well as. related issues, is written by students wishing
to contribute their work for publication. Deadline
is Dec. 17, 1988. If interested in submitting, contact
Beverly James, Dept. of Comm., PCAC, Room M313.
862-2292.
MINI-COURSE INSTURCTOR NEEDED: Ballroom Dancing instructor needed for 6-week
evening MUB mini-course for spring semester.
A paid position. Information: Student Activities
Programming Office, 862-1001.
MUB LOCKER RENTERS: Lockers must be
renewed for next semester before Dec. 22. If you
do not renew; keys must be turned in or locks
removed depending on the type of locker you are
renting. Stop in Room 322, MUB, before Dec. 22.
HOLIDAY GIFT SPREE: A two-hour cocktail party
with hors d'oeuvres, entertainment, and cash bar.
Hotels and Restaurant will raffle off prizes for
attendants, such as weekend packages, dinners,
and ski passes. Saturday, Dec. 10, MUB PUB, 68 p.m., students, staff faculty, $3, general $5.
HEALTH

CANER SURVIVORS AND SUPPORTERS: An
organization for those with cancer, those who have
had cancer, and those with friends or relatives with
cancer. For more info call Keith, 862-4527, or Lisa,
862-4221. ·

The ad hoc Site Review Committee continues to look into
possible sites for the proposed
600 unit housing complex for
its final recommendatio n, due
to University President Gordon
Haaland on December 15.
The committee was appointed earlier this semester after
students, faculty and townspeople were angered that their
concerns were not being heard
before the housing site was
announced by the administra.
tion.
According to Roger Ritvo,
_chairperson of the ad hoc Site
Review Committee and dean of
health studies, the proposed
complex will suit upperclassmen in appartment or suite-type
structures. The additional 600
units will house st~dents currently attending UNH, not an
additional 600 students.
Karen Polak, student member
of the ad hoc committee, said
the ad hoc committee is currently considering about seven sites.
They include the original site
in back of A-lot that would
displace the equestrian grounds;
Ritzman lab near college woods
and the old reservoir; the parking lot and field in front of the
undergraduate apartment complex (UAC); B-lot; the land
between Philbrook and Forest
Park and the E 1 and E2 parking
lots.
Sites that have been tentatively eliminated include Horticulture Farm' two sites on
Main St. near the dairy and
across from Boulder field; the
Foss Farm area off Mill Rd.;
another site off Mill Rd. and a,
downtown site, according to
Polak.
The possibility of subdi" iding
the complex and building
smaller apartment or suite units
on more than one site is being
considered, according to Ritvo.

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Fridays,
Conference Room, 2nd floor, Health Services, 1·
2 p.m.

CAREER

GENERAL

By Dana Blake

CHRONIC ILLNESS SUPPORT GROUP: Mondays, Conference Room, Health Services, 7-8:30
p.m.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Tuesdays, Conference Room, 2nd floor, Health Services, 1-2 p.m.
·MEETINGS

MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP MEETINGS: Gay and
Bisexual men of UNH gather informally to discuss
issues concerning homosexuality and meet new
friends. Wednesdays, Conference Room (2nd floor),
Student Health Center, 8 p.m.
YOUNG REPUBLICANS MEETING: Agenda will
be set for spring semester (speakers, programs,
etc.) Open to public. Refreshments served. Wed.
Dec. 2, Grafton Rm, MUB, 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. (Choose
the time best for you.)
WOMENS'S AWARENESS GROUP MEETING:
Discussion of issues important to women. Thurdsdays, Room 145, MUB, (PSN office) 6:30 p.m.
PEOPLE FOR A FREE SOUTH AFRICA MEETING: Did you understand Jimmy Cliff's message?
Then come unite and fight Apartheid. Monday,
Dec, 5, Room 214, Ham Smith, 7 p.m.

MEETING FOR DORM SITE: AD-HOC dorm
site committee open meeting. All encouraged to
attend, Wednesday, Dec. 7, Room 135, Spaulding.
7-9 p.m.

~ -·

~~
~~
I
i

Ritvo cautioned that nothing
is definite at this point. All
possible sites, including any sites
that may not yet have been
thought of, are being considered.
According to Wendy Hammond, student body president
and member of the ad hoc
committee, any sites that have
been eliminated are based on
the recommendati on of John
Walker, who is a representative
from the Massachusetts construction company that will
oversee the building of the
complex. These sites are technically not feasible and would
be "practically impossible to
build on."
Hammond said that the primary ' purpose of the ad hoc
committee so far was not neccessarily to eliminate sites but
rather "focusing on sites that
seem to be more feasible."
"Any decisions being made
so far are not based on anybody's
personal opinion, but on John
Walker's recommendati on,"
Hammond said.
According to Ritvo, 28 factors ·
have to be taken into consideration for each site before a
final decision will be made.
An open forum designed to
provide the ad hoc committee
with input from students, faculty, alumni and community
will be held in Spaulding Hall,
room 135, on Wed. from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m., according to Ritvo.
Hammond urged anybody
with opinions or knowledge of
the possible sites to participate.
'Tm hoping people will start
to look at the other sites, because
we need feedback on all of
them," she said.
Polak said that no final de cision will be made without
proper input, in an effort to
avoid the controversy created
at the beginning of the semester.
SITES, page 7
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SMITH
(continued from page 3)

Bischoff said that keeping the
Smith people together is a
definite goal, as well as trying
to retain the flavor of the old
building.
"We want to preserve as
much of the aesthetic appeal of
the building as is possible within
reasonable financial considerations," Bischoff said.
Smith residents were concerned that moving the residents will break up the spirit
and camaraderie of Smith, and
eventually, the group itself.
"It will take more effort to
keep the spirit alive," Schmidt
said. "I think it is definitely
possible, though. If handled
properly at the beginning of the
semester, we can do it.
"So long as they would designate the floors as Smith floors,
and allow us to keep our Hall
Council and activities, we'll be
alright.''
"If we're out by the tracks
(most of the proposed dorm
sites are on the west side of the

railroad tracks), Spring Fiesta of space,·· b1schoft said, "So
isn't going to happen," said t some ~alls inside may be torn
Smith Student Senator Chris down.
McClain. "We need to be located
Bischoff said that since the
somewhere closer to the center plans are in the preliminary
of campus if people are going stage, she could not make any
to attend."
projections for when renovation
Saud Alayoub, another Smith might occur.
resident, also expressed concern
However, Bischoff said that
over being moved away from since the current plan for the
the center of campus.
new housing is to have beds by
According to Alayoub, lnter- fall of 1990, renovation cannot
na tio nal students need to be take off until after then.
located somewhere that allows
"We will have a better idea
them to be better oriented with of the ,financing in about six
what's going on around them.
months," Bischoff said.
"The significance of Smith
Bischoff said that there will
is that it's right in the middle be meetings with faculty, staff,
of campus," Alayoub said. "It's and students before any action
easier for an international stu- is taken, so everyone will know
dent to be closer to the bank, what is happening.
the post office, and classes."
Despite Bischoff's optimism,
According to Bischoff, the Smith residents have their
actual renovation will not in- doubts.
clude any additions to the al"Conflicting statements have
ready existing structure. There been coming down from differwill be a relocation of the space ent levels of the administrainside, howe:ver.
tion," said McClain. ''I'll believe
"We want to make better use
it when I see it."

SITES
(continued from page 6)

"No decisions on our part are
going to be made without consul ting the committee first,"
said Polak.
Hammond also said she
wants to avoid controversy.
Hammond said Ritvo sent out
letters to faculty and administration and she herself published a letter in The New
Hampshire to get university
opinion.
Arny Dickens, a riding instructor for the equestrian program, criticized how the ad hoc
committee is doing their job.
"They don't seem to be flexible in the style of housing
they're discussing," she said.
"It may not be the most realistic
type of housing, considering the
land situation on this campus.
I'd like to see a compromise that
would take up less space."
Dickens favors breaking
down the 600 units. 'Tm not
sure 600 people in the same
place is the way to go," she said.
According to Ritvo., the ad hoc

.:ommittee is investigating how
proposed sites would affect
environmental concerns, adjacent communities on the outer
perimeters of campus and aesthetic concerns for the campus.
"What the place will look like
is an important consideration,"
said Ritvo. He added he did not
want "a place that looks like all
building."
Ritvo said the committee has
eliminated the possibility of a
high-rise structure.
According to Hammond the
committee was given a mandate
not to build above four floors.
"I feel we can go higher than
four stories," said Hammond.
The request to stick to four
stories is "asking a lot," she said.
"But I do want to remain to
my dedication to the upperclassmen so it's no dorm style," she
said.
Other criteria being looked
into include how the town of
Durham will react; the effects
on neighboring communities

and properties; soil suitability;
traffic and state funded road
construction, Ritvo said.
Ritvo said the importance of
each criterion has not yet been
weighed.
Ritvo admitted that the issue
of parking for the proposed
facility is not being investigated
and that the committee would
not eliminate a site because of
potential parking problems.
"Where parking is and how
it relates to the issue is a worthy
question," said Ritvo.
One of the reasons why parking was not being investigated
is "those who are drivers already
theoretically have parking places," according to Ritvo.
Ritvo said that he-did not
know how many additional
parking places, if any, would be
needed or where any additional
cars would park overnight.
The proposed complex _will
not increase tuition after taking
inflation into consideration, said
Ritvo.

HAALAND
Haaland. He said he hopes to
make Stoke a "model dorm."
Haaland said he would like
to improve the quality of life
at UNH. He said that presently
the quality of life is "good, but
not great."
Haaland said students live in
a safe and friendly environment
with a good deal of freedom. He
said that all students have the
chance to get to know faculty
sometime during their stay at
UNH.
UNH has good cultural, athletic and recreational events,
Haaland said, and the location
of Durham is good because it
is near the seacoast, mountains,
and Boston.
Haaland said that the percentage of men to women on
campus is approximately fiftyfifty but UN H is "terribly
homogeneous." UNH has a very
small percentage of minority ,
students, and undergraduates_,,
outnumber graduate students.
Haaland explained the "three
missions of UNH." He said,
unlike Keene and Plymouth,
UNH has a responsibility to
research and public service as
well as teaching. Haaland said
that either one may take precedence over the other in a given

(continued from page 3)
instance.
In regards to the new dormsite, Haaland said some people
felt the research mission was
not considered, and others felt
that the teaching mission was
not upheld, but that the quality
of student life is more important.
"The most pressing need in
this instance is additional housing," said Haaland.
Garthwaite said the president's definition of the role of
the Senate is inconsistent with
what the Senate was set up to
do. Garthwaite said the Senate
should have an active role in
University policy.
Haaland said when university
policy involves students' rights
the Student Senate does have
a strong voice in the matter. But
the "administration is the central player" in decisions involving plans for the institution.
Haaland said the university
is in the early planning stages
of a program that would provide
telecommunications courses
throughout New Hampshire.
Haaland said that UNH hopes
to "combine the advantages of
technology with the quality of
instruction at this university"

to provide instructional television for every person in the
state within a 25-mile radius
of their home.
Daniel DiBiasio, executive
assistant to the president, said
that Haaland wants to "increase
contact with students." DiBiasio
said he agrees that the information must be discussed and
spread.
"It's important for the students. It's important for the
administration," said DiBiasio.
Dibiasio said Haaland' s visits
to Williamson and McLaughlin
were more successful. He said
approximately 50 to 75 students
attended these forums. DiBiasio
said the president will continue
to meet with students to hear
their concerns.

SHORTS
SEMINARS
INTERNATIONAL ESPIONAGE:
Douglas Wheeler, UNH professor of modern
history, will discuss "A Global Perspective on
International Espionage", December 2, as the New
Hampshire International Seminar continues. The
seminar is an ongoing series of lectures by experts
from around the world. Wheeler's talk is free and
open to the public and will qe held in the 1925 Room
of the Elliott Alumni Center at 4 p.m. For more
information on the seminar series or to receive
advance copies of seminar papers contact the ·
university's Center for International Perspectives
at 862-2398.
·
PROSPECTIVE ENTREPRENEURS:
"Starting Your Own Innovative Business - A
Hands-On Approach" will allow time for one-onone discussion between prospective entrepreneurs
and experts in the business, legal, and financial
fields. While all ideas will be concidered, particular
interest will be in technological, biomedical,
computer related and health care-oriented products
. and services. The seminar will be held December
5 and 6 at 6 p.m. A $25 pre-registration fee, $35
at the door, is charged. For location and registration,
contact Lee Whilhelm at 862-1997.
POLLUTION IN THE U.S.S.R.:
A Soviet scientist will present a lecture un
"Groundwater Pollution and Protection in the
U.S.S.R." on Monday, December 5 at 8 p.m. in
Parsons Hall room L 101. The talk by Valery
Mironenko, a hydrogeologist at the Institute of
Leningrad Mining Institute, is free and open to
the public. For more information on Mironenko' s
visit, contact Lawrence Dingman at the UNH Earth
Sciences Department, 862-1718.

OBSERVATORY OPEN
ORION SIGNALS FALL'S END:
Star-gazers will be able to observe the constellation
Orion emerging from below the eastern horizon
at the UNH observatory on December 2, 16, and
30 from 7 to 9 p.m .. While the view of the· horizon
may be obscured by near-by trees, Kent Reinhard,
observatory curator, assures that there is no shortage
of other celestial objects to look at. The facility
is free and open to the public. For more information,
contact the Physics Department at 862-1950.

CONTINUING EDUCATION REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION BEGINS:
Spring Semester mail-in registration for nontraditional students begins Monday, December 5,
while telephone and in-person registration will
start on Monday, December 12. The Continuing
Education spring bulletin is currently available
describing the more than 500 day and evening
courses offered along with other information of
interest to nontraditional students. For more
information or a spring bulletin, call 862-4234,
or write or visit UNH Continuing Education at
6 Garrison Ave, Durham, NH, 03824.

WRITE LET.TERS
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ACCESS serves
as shining star to
disabled students
By Ellen Harris
You're late for class. You
hop on your bike, pedal madly
across campus and slip unnoticed into the back of Murkland
·110. You haven't missed much,
so you ope~ your notebook and
· begin scribbling, listening intently to get the gist of the
lecture. You watch as your
professor jots down some important statistics on the board

important in class.
An organization on campus
called ACCESS (Assessing Career Challenges in EducationSpecialized Services) is responsible for accommodating the
needs of disabled students,
eliminating these and other
inconveniences that hinder their
learning.
· Donna Marie Sorrentino, the
coordinator of ACCESS, ex-

uThe administration
has been great about listening to ... the students,
but the bottom line is
always·money."
and copy down the information
in that abbreviated shorthand
that only you can read.
Now picture this. You're late
for class. You are mobility
impaired and need a wheelchair
to get around. You call Handivan, but it doesn't come in time.
You wait impatiently, and worry
if you will miss something

plained that it was the enactment of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 that rhade lif~ easier for
students in wheelchairs and
students with visual or hearing
impairments.
"Section 504 of that act addresses post-secondary program
accessibility an4 th~ responsibilities of an institution to grant

equal opportunity to disabled
students," Sorrentino said.
There are approximately 150
students registered with ACCESS, according to Sorrentino.
These include students with
psychological and learning disabilities as well as students with
limited mobility and ot:her physical impairments.
Services offered through ACCESS include books on tape and
provide students with sign
-. language interpreters, braille
translated books and readers,
Sorrentino said.
One main concern of ACCESS

is improving the accessibility
of the campus buildings. Sorrentino is currently involved
with a seven-month project that
is looking at the accessibility
problems of each building on
campus.
"What I am doing is defining
accessibility in the case of each
building," said Sorrentino. I
assess it in terms of state codes,
but also in terms of the experiences of the students who have
to deal with it. If a building
meets state codes for accessibility but an individual in a
wheelchair still can't reach the
elevator buttons, it's not good
enough."
Sorrentino works closely with
the students, getting their input
and incorporating their suggestions into action.
"I often speak with Greg St.
Amour and Dan Vachon, two
students who have taken an
active part in increasing building accessibility," said Sorrentino. St. Amour is the current
president of the ACCESS program. Ex-president Vachon
continues to actively involve

cally the office dealing with
disabled employees.
Emily Moore, a member of
the Diversity Committee, explained the prorated tuition
policy adopted by the committee.
"Students who are unable to
take a full classload due to their
specific disability, whether it
be physical or psychological, are
able to pay for only the classes
they take," said Moore.
Barbara Kraft-lund is the
director of services for disabled
UNH employees, which operates out of of the human resources department. The program
offers services in placement,
training, and special accommodation for employees and staff
in all areas of the university.
The largest problem faced by
all these services is money.
"There is no g_eneralized pool
of money for these services, so
if the department hires someone
with a disability, the department
must foot the bill," said Kraftlund.
A special problem faced by
employees with disabilities,

ulf a building meets
state codes for accessibility
but an individual in a
wheelcair still can't reach
the elevator buttons, it's
not good enough."
I
I himself with ACCESS's goals.

(photo by Eric Smes)

Sorrentino .is also the Affirmative Action officer, a position
that gives her a voice in deci. sions made to help disabled
students.
"I make sure that at least 25
percent of the money go ing
tow ards rennovations is used
to make the necessary changes,
as the law states," she explained.
"I h ave faith in Victo r Azzi
( executive director Qf campus
planning). He has made sure
that I am involved in decisions
dealing with building accessibilitv."
o'ther campus organizations
that deal with helping the
disabled include the Diversity
Committee and the Department
of Human Resources, specifi-

I

despite an equal opportunity
law, is that workers are often
turned away because the area
of employment they are applying for cannot accommodate
them and has no money to make
the necessary changes , Kr aftlund explained.
Although money co ntinues
t o be a p ro blem, positive
changes are being implemented
in areas concerning the accommodation of disabled students
and employees.
"Good stuff is happening,''
Sorrentino said. "The administration has been great about
listening to me and to the
students, but the bottom line
is always money," she said.
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Stud ents ask what's behin d close d door s at UNH

By Ellen HarrisWhat do Stoke, Murkland
110, :Hewitt Hall and the new
Health Services building have
in common? The problem with
each is that they are not easily
accessible to students who are
disabled.
The good news is that more
and more people are becomming aware of the problem of
inaccessibility and that changes
are being made. The bad news
is that there are still many areas
of campus that are virtually
impossible to get to by wheelchair.
One of the largest nightmares
on c-ampus is the new Health
Sevices building, opened last
spring. It's doors are not automtic, therefore making it impossible for anyone in a wheelchair to get in unassisted.
"The automatic sliding doors
were in the original discussion,"
said Director of Health Services
~eter Patterson. "Apparently

sibility. It makes me mad."
Stoke Hall is another building
that has had it's fair share of
complaints in the last year.
Ever since the financial off ices moved into the bottom
floor of the residential hall,
complaints about student displacement, unorganization, and
poor location have been heard.
However, another crucial problem with Stoke is that it is
virtually inaccessible to wheelchairs.
Dan Vachon, a UNH junior
who is mobility impaired, explained the hassles of having
to get to the Registrar's office
in Stoke.
"It takes two people-to help
me get in Stoke because the
doors are heavy and the entrance
is narrow. The hallways are
narrow too, and very difficult
to maneuver through," said
Vachon. "It's a real drag for us."
Hewitt Hall is another building that has problems, a<;cording

there, but it's kind of useless
when we must battle Stoke's
facilities instead of enjoying the
new T-Hall," he said.
According to ACCESS Coordinator Donna Marie Sorrentino,Johnson Theatre is another
problem area.
"There is planning going on
though; the project has been set
as a high priority;" she said.
"It's frustrating not being able
to get into Johnson Theatre,"
said Vachon. "Tom Scharff, the
theatre manager, is sympathetic.
He wants the changes made too,
but money is the problem as
usual," Vachon said.
Other projects that are currently planned or underway
include accomodating the Forum Room in the library and
equipping bathrooms and water
fountains in the MUB.
The Huddleston wheelchair

rrlt is inconc eivable
... that a buildin g built in 1988
withou t handic ap ctcces sibility .

is

JJ

the University Architectua·l
Services and the HCA (Hospital
Corperations of America) wanted to save money and use the
compressed air doors instead,"
he said.
The design for sliding doors
in front and swinging doors
with push button access in the
night entrance have been submitted, according to Patterson.
The plans must be approved by
the HCA before action is taken,
said Patterson. ·
'Tm kicking and screaming
about it, believe me," said
Patterson. "It is inconceivable
to me that a building built in
1988 is without handicap acces-

to Vachon.
"Hewitt has no elevator,
therefore only the first floor is
accessible to anyone in a wheelchair," said Vachon. "Doesn't
it seem strange that the building
that houses the•Occupational
Therapy Department is not
accessible?" he said.
Another irony concerns the
renovations of Thompson Hall.
"T-Hall is beautiful. It has
accessible bathrooms, doors and
water fountains. It has a nice
elevator. But why go there?
There's no reason to!" said
Vachon. "We appreciate the
renovations that have been done

lift is gong to be pulled out too,
according to Sorrentino. "It is
dangerous and needs to be
replaced with a better system.
That chans_e _is in the works."
David Richmond, a new
UNH professor, had some good .
words about the Handi-van
service, which helps disabled
students get to and from classes
and various University functions.
"The campus is big and dif.:'
ficult to get around," said Richmond, who is visually impaired.
"Handi-van is a major service- there aren't many other large
universities that offer such a,
well-run transportation system," he said.

SPRINGBREAKF,omBOSTON
4NIGHTS NASSAU $3]9pp
7NJGHTsCANCUN $4]9pp

"My two major needs are
transportation and readers,"
said Richmond. "UNH has gone
out of it's way to provide me
with the -help I need. I feel quite
welcome here."
"It's important that we keep
pushing for physical access,"
said Sorrentino. "We've got to
keep the fire going."

1N1GHTs PUERTO la CRUZ
VENEZUELA ,,,,. NEW. EXOTIC DESTINATiONI
Incl. •II hotelroom t•xH a &er vie• ch•rps.

$599PP

Departure t•x•• not included.

.

617·266·19 26

BOSTON
729 Boylston St., Suite 201

UNIVERS ITY

FAMILY VISION
CENTER

53 Main St.
Durham. NH

617-497-14 97

CAMlfllDQI
138' Mau. Ave.. Suite 201

CONT ACT LENS SALE

t~~ CE::E
868-101 2
868-109 2

BOOK NOW/

DAILY WEAR

2/$49

EXTENDED WEAR

2/$79 ,

AND COLORS
FOR A LIMITED TIME CHOOSE FROM
BAUSCH & LOMB, HYDRON, CIBA, AND
COOPER VISION (REPLACEMENTS ONLY)
• PROFESSIONAL FEES CARE KITS, AND LENSES FOR A STIGMA TISM
NOT INCLUDED
•NOT VA LID ON PRIOR ORDERS
• OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 24, 1988
Pairs only

-------------- -------~---~~-------------Personalized Vision Care for the Entire Famtly

•COMPREHEN SIVE EYE EXAMS
•CONT ACT LENS SPECIALISTS
•COMPLETE EYEGLASS SERVICE

(photo by Eric Stites)

Office Hours: Mon. - Tues. - Thurs. - Fri. 9 - 5
DR. ALIE
Vision Insurance
DR. MENARD
Plans Available
Optometrists

*
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: GOODSTUFF
SHARON DONOVA N

Behind the diversity of the Internationa l students living
in Smith Hall, behind the festivals which s·erve the University
a variety of cultures, and behind the deceiving appearance
of Smith Hall's outer face, there remains a disgraceful interior
where our foreign guests reside. I use the word remains
because over the past five years the building has been in
need of major repairs. Resident students have made several
· requests for improvements in their own rooms and throughout
the entire building, but no one has done anything about
the much-needed renovations.
Most of the students in Smith Hall said they have seen
"people" come in to look at the problems, but never return.
A thriving mound of moss grows over a screen that fell out
of a basemant window last semester. Maintenanc e knew
about this when it first fell out, but neglected to remove
it from the ground. This brings me to the condition of the
windows in almost every room. One foreign student
complained about a "ridiculous draft" he believes caused
his cold. The windows rattle and whistle when the wind
blows. Even worse, one can assume an immense amount
of heat escapes through these drafty windows. Although
requests have been made for some sort of insulation, nothing
has been done.
What I find most unbelievabl e is the condition of the
bathrooms. I'll start by speaking of the mens' bathroom
in the basement; better known to those living in Smith Hall
as the "pit floor." The wooden doors on the stalls are
practically falling off their hinges. There is only one light
that doesn't radiate beyond the doors of the shower stalls,
therefore one practically showers in the dark. Behind the
shower curtains on the basement and first floor grows a
disgusting black mold, which covers the paint that is peeling
off the wall (maybe that's why lights aren't put there). The ·
major complaint from Smith Hall's tenants is the plumbing.
There are two separate taps for hot and cold water in the
sinks. The cold water is like ice and the hot water is scalding.
The residents find washing their face and hands a lesson
in juggling, balancing between the two taps just to break
even. When taking a shower, they have learned to push
the shower head aside before being scalded after hearing
a toilet flush. When the hot water· in the sink is being used,
the shower water turns cold. And when several people are
using water at the same time, an unlucky person gets the
drips.
Besides the windows and bathrooms, there are holes in
the walls and floors, loose wires shoddily taped together
and fire hazards--including an alarm that didn't go off during
a drill. The kitchen, where all that great food comes from,
could use some repairs as well. And although several people
have requested to move the only pay phone in the building,
it remains located in the busiest hallway of the dorm, making
it difficult to carry on a conversatio n with people from far
away countries.
It's hard to believe people are paying to live in these slumlike conditions, and put up with it, through no fault of their
own. Renovations are supposed to take place this summer,
but the students have heard that for the past five years.
Meanwhile, this University should be embarrassed for allowing
our International students to live in the worst dorm on campus.
' Sharon Donovan is a Photo Editor for The New

Hampshire.
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CHEMISTR Y TUTOR
General-orga nic come up to
speed, get ahead, or stay afloat
in chemistry!
Experienced PHO scientistteacher can help you achieve
·the results you want. All ages
and levels. Affordable, and

•: ..

Ca•ll
g-rou-pr-ate-s
.
1-508-373-6548
Debra Saez ata-vai-lab-le._
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HOLIDAY PANCAKE BREAKFA ST

Loon Mountain has become ht #1 ski rmoit in
New ~ t:,; paying - rruc:h allilnlion lo

ils~asloillfaci lllies. Thel.oonMouitain«lodaymaybe bigger._..,_butilJ l&t•
friencly as it fM1I was.
PNIIIOlla ..................• SKI INSTRUCTORS

• WAITERS & WAITRESSES
• GUEST SERVICE ASSISTANTS

• LIFT ATTENO.WT'S
• BARTENDERS
• RENTAL SHOP ATTENDANTS
• DAY CARE HELPERS
• CAFETERIA WORKERS
• MAINTENANCE WORKERS
• SN0WMAKERS
• SHORT-ORDER COOKS
ANDMOREI

................

CONrACT: SARA A. SAWYER

LoonMcullain

l<An:anlaguaHwy.
Lincoln, Ni 03251
(603) 7416-8111

LONDON INTERNSHIPS
DESIGNED BY

American Association of
overseas studies

· SUMMER INTERNSHIPS IN
LONDON, EUROPE & ISRAEL

Sunday, December 4th
10 am - 1 pm

FILM - LAW
BUSINESS - ARTS
COMMUNICATIONS - GOV'T

All You Can Eat For $2.00

AZa

Tickets available from your local
or at the door.

A::£A

Faff & Spring Semesters
Also Available

sister,

GRE. GMAT, LSAT, MCAT
Tutoring

is at 3 Strafford Ave~ue

Janet Kollek, J. D.
Director AAOS
158 W. 81 - NYC 10024
tr 212•724•080 4 or

800•EDU•BRIT (outside NY)

STR AFF ORD PLA CE
STUD E~T HC>U SING FC>R RENT
NEWLY RENOVATED AND FURNISHED
All units. with kitchenetts. Located close to campus.
Call 868-2192 for informa.t ion

10-14 Strafford Avenue,·Durham, New Hampshire 03824
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Campus garage: a pOssibility·
By Steve Watson
Accorqing to members of the
University Transportation Committee, it is feasible that there
may be a parking garage built
on the University of New Hampshire campus. However,
members of the committee are
quick to point out that the
project has only recently received serious attention and is
still in the exploratory stage.
The prospect of a parking
garage comes at a time when
"the need for a solution to our
parking problem is great," said
Transportation Committe Chairman Roger Beaudoin.
.
Information concerning construction, sites and financing
is being gathered, said Beaudoin.
"Although nothing is concrete
in terms of definite planning
it, (a -garage) is an area that is
being explored," said Beaudoin.
Cost estimates are in in their
preliminary stages and no concrete estimate is available . .Student Body Vice President Mike
Rose estimated the cost at about
$1,000 per space.
According to William Barrett,
director of transportation and
parking at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst, the
1,000-car parking garage on .

said. The spaces could be leased
from the company that builds
the garage to pay for construction, she said.
"You -can find companies that
will b~ild these garages and then
lease them to you for a certain
number of years," said Dion.
"At the end of the lease period
the garage is yours. We're
looking in to the feasibility of
that."
Although it is still very much
up in the air, Dion said that
Chief Beaudoin has suggested
0 lot as a possible location for
the garage. 0 Lot is located
behind Hewitt Hall.
According to Rose, 0 lot has
been suggested because the
ground has already sunk about
five or 10 feet and would provide
a good floor for the garage.
However, this proposal has
received some administrative
opposition.
"The impression from the
president's office is that they
don't want it in the middle of
campus," said Dion. "Somewhere on the outskirts of campus moving west would be their
whole strategic edge plan."
"This is such a volatile issue,
it will be a very expensive
proposition," said Transportheir campus cost approximate- tation Committee member Kay
ly $4 million to build in 1971.
Chaltas. "We'll have to be very
Financing for the project may concerned with security and
come in the form of state bonds, maintenance as well as vandalaccording to Sue Dion, ad hoc ism. It's easier to do that type
member of the transportation of thing in any parking garage."
committee. This, too, is still in
Barrett stated that the UMass
its preliminary stages. Space· parking garage has frequently
· leasing i_s another option, she been the site of vandalism,

mostly to the building itself.
However, Barrett hopes their
new security system will make
vandalism a thing of the past.
The environment is another
concern facing the proposed
parking garage, according to
Deputy Chief Paul Kopreski.
Kopreski stressed that due to
the amount of salt used on the
roads in he winter, the possibility of the concrete being eaten
away by the salt is being taken
into consideration.
The garage at UMass recently
required $2 million in repairs,
according to Barrett. "Most of
the damage was done by salt,"
he said.
According to Rose this isn't
the first time the issue of a
parking garage at UNH has
come up. The first time was in
the early '80s, and the proposal ,
has since then popped up two
or three times.
Student involvement is limited because interested students
graduate and do_n 't continue
their initial commitment to the
problem, said Rose. "What
happens is students get involved
and say, 'hey look, we want this
and if you're not going to help
us we'll work on it ourselves,"'
said Rose. "Then they graduate
and the 'powers that be' don't
really wa_n t to bo~her with it."

CHICKEN

Wed~esday, December 7th
7:00pm-10:00pm ·
Everyone is welcome

SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAIIABLE
·ng for a scholarip? Air Force Rare has
two- through four-}ear scholarships
that can cover tuition and other expenses,
plus $100 per academic month, tax free.
Find out if )OU qu~
CAPT GREG MESERVE
"APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED"

862-1480

Leadenhip.E1cellenceStartsftere

He .Wanted to Play in
t ~· ·M(ljor Leagues

I
I

II

SOUP

opeoboase

According to the members of
the committee, there will be
more discussion of the proposal
in future meetings. The next
Transportation Committee
meeting is set for Dec. 13.

--- ------------·
,-------------,
TRY .OUR

'Alpha :1;i Delta .

I
I
I

I
I
I

December 5-8
MUBPUB

Robert Redford
in the Nutura/
© 1984 Tri-Star
Pictures

open 7:30am-3:00pm Monday thru Thursday
7:30am-2~30pm Fridays

NITE GRILL SPECIALS
Monday -slice o' cheese pizza and 12oz. soda
Tuesday -g~illed chees~ sandwich, pickle and chips
Wednesday -BLT, pickle and chips
Thursday -Hamburger, pickle and chips
Come and enjoy alternative dining
·
for only $1.25
You'll feel
better!!

We Sevre lunch
all day, every day

PISTACHIO'S
open 11:0am-11:00pm Mondays thru Fridays
3:00pm-9:00pm Sundays
· Now has ice cream cookie sandwiches, POPCORN,
frapes, sundaes and more!!
No longer open on Saturdays

GOODIE PACKAGES

UNH DAIRY BAR
in the train station

L------------J

Birthday cakes, cookies, balloons and more!
Cheer up a friend or celebrate the holidays with a MUB
· Goodie Package!!
Call 862-2056, ask for Roland or Joe for details.

R

OBERf REDFORD started college at the University of Colorado
on a baseball scholarship. But when he decided on ijn acting
career, he knew there was one place to be, one school where he'd get
the best training. The American Academy of Dramatic Arts.
Since 1884, the American Academy of Dramatic Arts has been
training professional actors-actors who have won nominations for
89 Oscars, 60 Tonys and 142 Emmy Awards .. Many alumni, including
Peter Weller, Kate Jackson, Gary Sandy, Cleavon Little, Christine
Ebersole, Stepfanie Kramer and Scott Valentine, came to the Academy
afterattending traditional colleges for a year or more and then deciding
to study acting full-time. The Academy offers a two-year Professional •
Training Program, an invitational Third Year performing program,
and a six-week Summer program.
If you want to play in the major leagues, come to the American
Academy. There ~s still time to register for our February semester.
Call now.

·American Academy
of Dramatic Arts
120 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016
(2U) 686-9244
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STU DEN T SENATE
MEETING

~~~!

t $$$$$$$ 7.oo I $7.oo I $7.oo $$$$$$$
Per Hour

This Sunday Dec. 4, 1988

Male and Female Nude Models
Needed for Art Classes

6:00 pm

)tr

Contact:

Concepts to be approve d·

§

Arts Dept.

i

Scope
MUSO

\_.)

c,

PCAC A201
862-2190

L
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r _I,
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~
~"- . • · \
.

.
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.

WUNH
Debate Society
Student Press ·

~~~iiii~
_,

c-

/

~

~
§

* A cqncept is the state of purpose of the organization .

For more info contact: George Yfantopulos

'------ --8-62 _-_14 -94_ _ ____...
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THE OY-CLUB
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SPE CIA LS
Mon.-FrL from 3 to 7 pm

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Wedn esday thru
SOturday Nights

- RAW f)AR & l~RIL L
421 Central Ave.

Dover

742-0747
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ROYal Tees, Inc .

:
t.:·

(formerly Fit To A Tee)

Custom Printed T-Shirts
Let us outfit your team, organization, fraternity or sorority.
155 Portland Ave. Call your Durham rep TODAY!
Paul: 868-6352
Dover, N.H. 749-6465

Wining and dining is no longer a UNH dating game. (file photo)

Bring This

D e e p Disc:<>-.i:r-.t C<>-.ip<>:r-.

1 - 1 pays, 2nd is free

Art of dating dead in Durham
By Jennifer Bourque
6:50 p.m. You are a female
freshmen. You are sitting alone
in your dorm room. You have
10 more minutes to prepare for
your date.
7:00 p.m. You hear a knock
at the door. You open it. Your
date greets you with flowers and
a box of candy. "Are you ready
to go?" your dream man asks.
What? You mean this has
never happened to you? Well
don't feel bad, it rarely happens
to anyone. Dating at UNH is
virtually non-existent.
The 1988 Student PULSE
Dating Survey reveals that only
32 percent of the students
surveyed were satisfied or very
satisfied with dating opportunities at UNH. When divided up
by gender, 44 percent of the men
were satisfied, while only 24
percent of the women were
satisfied.
According ro Ellen Lees, a
senior English _major, transferred to UNH from Skidmore
College in New York, colleges
without a Greek system seem
to have more dating.
"At Skidmore there was no
Greek system and there was a
lot more dating," Lees said. "A
lot of social activities are centered around the Greek system,
such as pledge dances, raids, etc.
If you' re not a member of the
Greek system, your chances of
meeting people are less."
Dave Bristol, a UNH junior
said that he thinks the size of
UNH makes it harder to date
people.
"UNH is a really big school.
There isn't a lot of opportunity
for smaller confrontati 0 ns,"

Bristol said. "Most activities are
done with groups."
According to the PULSE
Survey, 15 percent of UNH
students are dating one person
casually, and eight percent are
dating more than one person.
"I have a friend at New
Hampshire College, and t):ie
atmosphere there is totally
different (from UNH). Everyone has a boyfriend or girlfriend," Bristol said.
Julie Cornelio, a senior resource economics major and an
Alpha Phi sister feels that it
doesn't make a difference if
you're in the Greek system or
not.
"I think that if you' re the
dating type of person, you' re
going to date, whether you
belong to the Greek system or
not," Cornelio said. "I think that
there are more opportunities
for Greek members to meet
people but that doesn't necessarily mean that there is more
dating going on in the Greek
system."
Bill Dalton, a junior political
science major and an Acacia
brother feels that the Greek
system can discourage dating.
"Being a fraternity/ sorority
member, you are bound to meet
lots of people. It can be very hard
to date just one person," Dalton
said.
Dalton also mentioned that
it can be very frustrating for
freshmen guys who are not
Greek members.
"During the weekend, girls
are usually allowed into the
fraternities and guy are not. If
you are pledging, it is a very
positive thing. If yo1:' re not

pledgmg, 1t can be very trustrating," Dalton said.
Carmelle Harrington, a senior at Plymouth State College,
said that there is lack of dating
among students in general.
"I think that the college
atmosphere anywhere just
doesn't encourage dating. Social
activities are centered around
groups rather than couples,',Harrington said.
"At Plymouth State, anyone
can get into fraternity/ sorority
parties if they sign up. There
are lists that you put your names
on. They usually allow about 130
girls/40 guys into fraternity
parties. The ratios aren't quite
even but at least they let guys
in," Harrington said.
Jill Dicker, a transfer student
from Connecticut College, believes that without the Greek
system there would be more
dating.
"At Connecticut College there
wasn't a Greek system. The
attitude towards relationships
was much more serious," Dicker
said. "The Greek system tends
to exclude non-Greek members
from their activities. At Connecticut there were activities
for anyone and everyone. The
entire social atmosphere was
much more enjoyable."
According to Nora Lally, a
senior resource economics major, one of the main reasons that
there isn't much dating at UNH
is because mo8t people don't
have cars and the only transportation for most students is
the bus.
"Who the hell wants to take
somebody on a date on the bus?"
Lally asked.

Barrington Self Storage
(Just Look For The Bear)

Good thru 12/23/88 - Good 21 and under

At 7:15, 9:15

AT 8:45 ONLY

PUNCH
LINE

pours, he
reigns.

SALLY
FIELD

TOMCRLJISE

TOM
HANKS

IB.]

TOUCHSTONE PICTURES

At 7:00, 9:00

(!!]

At 6:45

Mats, S. & S. 12:50, 2:50, 4:50

Ma~,

John Cleese
Jamie Lee
Curtis

s. & S. 12:45, 2:45, 4:45

nWk~
KOG(Q ~Aas,,

-- arillledkd

._ wand

l!!]

A man, a
woman
and a

lffil

rabbit.

Windsor Button Presents
Bill The Cat™

$30.00
Bill The Cat'" claimed his
fame through his antics in
the unpredictable comic strip.
·· Bloom County· _··
And thanks to Dakin.
this gangly. bleary- eyed
super star 1s ready to
bring his scrambled charm .
chaotic wit and wildly -colored
body into your home .
Amazingly recognizable . Bill
The Cat awaits your v1s1t

(603)-664-5753

NOWJOPEN
Long or Short Term Leasing
Reasonable Rates
Controlled Acess Gate
Units from 5x10 to 10x30
Outside Space Available

* Boats * Campers * Large Trucks
2.3 miles North of Lee Circle

1l:§!JS~
Fox Run Mall, Newington, ·N.H.

436-1117

~ 1917 WalhlnlJfon

Poat Wrltwl Group

C. JNI, OAICIH. Inc .• San FrencJec:o
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Get your tickets ':~te they last!!!
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Sunday Night at the Movies presents ....

The real story behind King Arthur 1s Court!!
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·

$1.00 for students
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$2.00 for non-students
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A novel look toward
the future Dimond
By Brian Brady
With the knowledge that
Dimond Library will not undergo any type of construction for
at least four years, university
librarian Ruth Katz feels three
priorities n:eed to be taken into
consideration to improve the
library's present condition.
Katz feels the most glaring
need is for an increase in librarians and staff workers. Katz
noted that the library is open
100 hours per week and needs
four more librarians and three
operating staff workers to both
maintain the library and serve
the students.
The second priority for Katz
is more shelf space for books.
Since the library has not been
expanded, shelving space is
presently running out.
"There are a couple dark,
freezing cold rooms and conference rooms that can be converted into either shelving space
or studying space," Katz said.
"I am going to try to make small
improvements."
The third priority is to increase library materials.
_
Katz said the reason she does
not consider additional construction and/or renovations
to the library a high priority is

because it is not possible in the
near future.
r
"People don't need to tell me
what needs to be done because
I know," Katz said. "But when
you don't have the resources and
money, not much can be done."
Katz said that the money in
the legislation budget is used
for just books and journals. The
money to build up the library
would have to come from the
capital budget.
The capital budget money is
given out in May or June.
According to Katz, even if
UNH does receive a capital
budget grant from the state, the
money will be used to investigate different plans on how to
build up the library, not "to
actually build it. Not until long
after the planning process
would the construction begin.
Katz estimated construction
on the library to begin "hopefully in four years. But I can give
no promises. I don't promise
what I can't deliver. I am simultaneously optimistic and impa- tient."
Katz is especially pleased that
University President Gordon
Haaland and the administration
have listed the library as the
_number-one priority of the

Stocking shelves for Dimond Library is still rough. (Jody Pratt photo)
university.
"The university is aware of
our needs," Katz said. "I am
completely content that the
university is doing everything
they can possibly do ~o help the

library. However, the legisla- There is not a real serious
ture's vote is the important situation going on with the
thing."
_library. I hate to hear it being
Katz said, "We don't have a called desperate because the
bad library, we have a wonderful staff is working so hard."
library. _There is a lot of need.

EVERY

SUNDAY NIGHT
IS

1f JUANA

'flf
ll(ECTOR
.
,
MARKETlNG ~ T l O N

ff ESTA .

NIGHT AT THE CY-CLUB

SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS
featuring
unbelievable

$10.25

* National firm has immediate openings_
during semester break
* Special 2-5 week program
* Gain valuable business and
communicati~n experience
* Internships and scholarships
available
* All majors may apply

HEXfCAN SPECtAlS
FROM 9-CLOSE

R A \x' B ,.\ R &

Entry level
pay rate

c~

RI I I

421 Central Ave.
Dover 742-0747
. ....:~--.. ~------iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiii..-iiiiiii..i..--:.I,

Por early consideration, interview now
and begin alter finals. call nearest office:
Portsmouth

(603)-964-8997

Nashua
Boston suburbs
Worcester
Wakefield
Rhode Island

(603)-891-1545
(617)-449-5565
(508)-852-1680
(617)-246-5308
(401 )-946-0150
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Editorial
Handica p access headac hes
The role of a university, while often overcomplicated with questions of practice and
expansion, is simply to educate people. But
gaining access to this education is no easy
task for many people. Short-comings such
as limited enrollment and a lack of racial
diversity are the obvious and most talkedabout topics of late. Yet looking closer at
our campus environment indicates that
a more blatent discrimination is afoot. For
approximately 150 students, their discrimination comes in the form of narrow
doorways, unavailable transportation and
inadequate assistance.
UNH has managed to dishearten the
handicapped by the lack of consideration
of accessibility in recent construction
projects. Two of the most important service
buildings on this campus, the new Health
Services building and Stoke Hall, are not
handicap accessible despite all the work,
time and money spent on them both . .In

blunter terms, we have kept them from
receiving the basic attention everyone
student needs.
The most disgraceful and inexcusable
of these two exam pies is the new Health
Services building. Here is a building
completed only last semester, yet it provides
no way for a person confined to a wheelchair
to enter on their own. Automatic sliding
doors were never installed in the construction company's effort to save money. It's
appalling to realize a disabled person cannot
get medical attention whenever s/he needs
it.
Narrow, heavy doors make entering Stoke
Hall, the new home of such vital off ices
as the Registrar and Financial Aid, a burden
for the handicapped. Once again they are
shut out from vital campus areas.
This subconscious discrimination infecting UNH is also a violation of the law. The
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 requires access

Cliff

Gay Rights

To the Editor:
In the Nov. 18 issue of The New
Hampshire, David Dolphin alluded
. to the fact that Jimmy Cliff was a
hypocrite for, on one hand, promoting peace and, on the other hand,
using cocaine. Mr. Dolphin wrote
that "Drugs are responsible for over
half of this country's murders and
cost the federal government billions
of dollars ..." Drugs don't murder,
Mr. Dolphin, people murder.
The violence that occurs over the
use of illegal drugs is not a direct
result of the usage of them. People
have always used them and will
continue to. There is no getting
around the fact that there is a·
market for recreational drugs. The
violence will continue, however,
as long as people are making
enormous amounts of untaxed
dollars on an unregulated substance.
To curb the violence one must attack
the disease, the economical side of
this issue, not the symptoms.
If one researches the initial
reasons for outlawing cannabis and
opiates, most social scientists agree
that they were racial, not scientifically or medically, based. Violence,
therefore, was not necessary to keep
users supplied with these products
until they were outlawed in order
to suppress Mexican and Chinese
immigrants toward whom was a
great prejudice.
If you are truly concerned about
the torturings and murders as a
result of the. drug war, why don't
you look at the larger agencies that
are pe rpet uati ng this syste m by
making a profit on-the importation
of cocaine--the CIA, for example?
I do agree with you on one point,
however, and it is that "people have
the right to do what they want with
their own bodies ... " Regardless of
his alleged cocaine use, I believe
Jimmy Cliff stands for peace and
the end of all suffering. What it is
that our present administration,
which advocates such CIA activity,
stands for, is where your concern
about drugs and violence should
be channeled.
Respectfully,
Tonya Angwin

To the Editor:
As Jim Kiely's partner, and the
other person most directly involved
in that kiss in front of Martin's Shop
and Save, I want to thank everyone
who has written or acted in support
of gay rights regarding the incident.
I also want to respond to Kurt
Schreiber's letter of November 18.
Our intention in kissing each other
good-bye that morning was pure
affection. A public kiss becomes
a political act when it results in
harassment and discrimination, and
the oppressor is held accountable
for his or her actions. Martin's Shop
and Save has every right to use this
forum to tell their side of the story.
As of this writing they still have
not done so. Censuring Jim or
anyone else for having the courage
to speak out seems to me like
blaming the victim. In Mr. Schreiber's analysis only the Shop and Save
employee is guaranteed his civil
rights.
Mr. Schreiber seems to assert that
discrimination happens only to our
minds, that when we are harassed
we react logically without having
our feelings inform our actions.
Oppression injures our hearts and
bodies as well as our minds. Do you
know, Mr. Schreiber, that thousands
of gay men (along with all the other
undesirables) were exterminated
during the holocaust between 1940
and 1945? Are you also aware, Mr.
Schreiber, that as thousands of gay
men di e fr oµ1 AIDS (a lo ng with
othe r mi nor ities also deemed as
undesirable in our society), the US
government's documented failure
to respond to the ep idemic amounts
to what some observers are calling
a passive form of genocide? The
connection between homophobia
and AIDS is painfully clear. Gay
men have looked for love in some
"wrong places" because most of the
world has historically been often
limits to them. Jim and I decide 'to
be ourselves in public to retrieve
our place in the world, whether
anyone likes it or not. We know the
risks. Since gay bashing is on the
rise due to AIDS, the incident at
Martin's is only a precursor of
possible violence and bodily harm.

for the hamliLapptu at colleges and universities. Right now, these 150 people are
being short-changed by a university which
refuses to modernize. The two examples
mentioned above shows a lack of priorty
concerning 't he disabled. A university, the
place for expanding one 's mind and
challenging one's spirit, is the last place
for such irresponsible planning.
By making life for the handicapped all
the more difficult, UNH pai'nts an ugly
picture as a 'denier' of education, defeating
the very essence of a university's purpose.
The victims of this subversive discrimination seem to suffer twice over. It is as
if their physical disablity costs the handicapped a chance to enhance any other
horizon in their life. It is time the university
made handicap accessibility a top priority.
Denying equal access is as detrimental as
denying equal rights; and discrimination
has never looked so bad.

a great spirit.
I am one of those people, Mr.
While all good guitar players
Schreiber, who conducts workshops
display one or more of these traits,
on homophobia. I believe in the To the Editor:
it is rare for someone to display all
power of that kind of education.
In response to Arthur 'Tm
three in a marked degree. Tragically,
I also believe in an equally powerful wicked smart" Lizie and Ric "me Randy died
just as he was approacheductional tool - the teachable too" Dube's comments in recent
ing his creative peak. His dream
moment.Jim took advantage of that The New Hampshire issues, this
of combining classical and rock
moment. The rest is up to Martin's. , is why Randy Rhoads was a great
music was sadly never fully realized,
Douglas Hein guitar player:
although we are left with a few gems
Manchester, NH
1. He had amazing technical on the Ozzy Osbourne albums.
Does
skills. Randy's playing ability was
proclaiming (mistakenly or not)
nothing short of sparkling.
th~.t other players were better mean
2. He was highly original. In a
that Randy wasn't great? Of course
To the Editor:
world of guitar clones, his playing
not, that's stupid. So if you can't
As I am sitting here making my · was a breath of fresh air.
·
see past the hair spray and promolists and checking them twice, I am
3. He always played with great tional gimmicks, then shut up.
puzzled as to where to go to get
emotion and feeling. His music
Dave Harris
more gifts! My reindeers are bereflected the huge inspiration of
Dover
coming restless! They want to go
where the action is!
There is a rumor around my
1
workshop that the most c a r i n g • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
people are at UNH and my elves
and reindeers want to check it out
since we are running low on gifts!
They told me about the Red Cross
JOANNE MARINO, l:ditor-in-Chief.
Blood Services so I called the 800
number to verify this rumor. Their ROBERT C. DURLING, Managing Editor KRISTIANNE SUDOL, Managing Editor
staff confirmed that this is a difficult SUSAN FLYNN, News Editor
PAMELA DEKONING, News Editor
time for them. They have patients
MICHAEL C. STINSON, Sports Editor
facing heart surgery, accident vic- RICHARD D'AVOLIO, Sports Editor
ERIC STITES, Photo Editor
tims, leukemia and cancer patients- SHARON DONOVAN, Photo Editor
-and especially little children who E_LIZABETH J. MORAHAN, Arts Editor G~IL ROBERTSON, Forum Editor
SCOTT MILLER, Business Manager
believe in me and should have a very
special gift to make their Christmas ,
DEB MACNEILL, Advertising Manager
Deborah Hopkins
Advertising ~ssociates
a happy one.
Jill Van Lokeren
Emily Kelemen
Debbie Donohoe
Amanda Waterfield
Thinking this over, we all decided
Renee Lindoe
Parke Madden
Arts Reporters
Ashley Logan
to go to UNH and see these blood
Sarah Minnoch
Lauren Clark
Bryan Lyons
Asst Business Mgr.
Ric Dube
donors for ourselves. " Pack those
Dan MacDonald
Linda Rodgers
Brendan Gleeson
extra bags, I shouted to Rudolph
Suzy McDermott
Circulation Mgr.
Karen Hall
Elizabeth Moulton
Steve Greason
Patrik Jonsson
and we'll go there next week." It
Asst Circulation Mgr.
Stacey Murga
Arthur Lizie
may be a bit cold getting there but
Hilary Paige
Greg Pariseau
Jodi MacMillan
Jody Pratt
Graphic
Managers
Marc Mamigonian
the warmth of our recept ion will
Al Pratt
Lisa Hamel
Michelle Mcsweeney
soon make us jolly again! We will
Mark Schenkel
Bess Franzosa
Sports Reporters
Graphic Assistants
Production Assistant
David Aponovich
be m ade we lco me from Monday,
Kristen Waelde
Rebecca Crepeau
Kevin Connelly
December 5t h thro ugh Fr iday,
Deanna Ford
Eileen Malloy
Jami Doneski
Harper
Staff
Ingram
Reporter
John
Dubois
December 9th from 12 N oon to 5
Matt Labrie
Jay Kuma r
Naomi Elvove
PM at their MUB! (Curio us
Lorri Leighton
John Robert
Ward D. Fraser
Jennifer Long
Angelique Davi
Heather Grant
name!!!)
Tucker Sheffer
News Reporters
Rob Heenan
I sent one of my helpers ahead
News Brief Editor
Alex Berger
J. Russell Pabst
David P Dow
lshi Burdett
Cartoonists
to let peop le know we are on our
On-the-Spot Editor
Peggy Busby
Michael F. Dowe
way to collect their gifts and get
Kelly Whiteman
Caryl Calabria
Jeff Harris
Debbie Hopkins
Rebecca Carroll
John Hirtle
to know those who give them! We
Calendar Editor
Gina DiGregorio
Kurt Krebs
can leave in high spirits as our bags
Karen Laliberte
Thea Favalaro
Dick Sawyer
Photographers
Curtis
Graves
C:hristophP.r
Willis
will be packed full of the true spirit
Alex Boros
Mike Guilb
- ..chnical Supervisor
of the season.
Jennifer Bowes
Karen Hamilton
Leah Orto1,
Jill Brady
Ellen HarrirCopy Editor
Sincer~ly,
Anthony Cafaro
Evan HenscnPI
Curtis Graves
Barbara Clay
Santa Claus
Tom Joseph
Karen Hamilton
Chris Doubek
Rich Kelley
Typists & Copy Readers
Santa and Helpers!
Chris1opher Estes
Steve Loos
Caryl Calabria
Tim Farr
(aka Jarry Stearns)
Sarah Minnoch
Leslie Cota
Ann Marie Gagnon
Marianne Moore
Elizabeth Crossley
P.S. Wonder where we park the
Chris Gamache ,
Jen Purdy
Rachel Levine
sleigh!
, Tim Golden
Alyson Sanborn
Lynn Mezzano

Rhoads

Santa

Letters continued on page 22 30
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dilem mas of dating
No super heroes The
An Observation from a Lonely Campus Female
at UNH
By Kari Bernard
Recently there has been a push to clean up the
environment at UNH. How about cleaning up the
ethic environment too? How about getting together ·
and making some noise about petty thefts and
vandalisms on campus?
I regret that it was only until I was robbed of
several pottery tools that I decided to say something
about the annoying and unnecessary crimes on
campus. The pottery workshop at PCAC had had
one of its kilns mysteriously turned up, resulting
in damage to two large pots. Unfinished bowls have
been stolen, and probably altered to feign workmanship by someone else. Sound like silly little
problems? Exactly, but I'm sure that I and several
other people would love to meet the people
responsible for the damages.
I'm not done complaining. Smith Hall's Food
Luncheon banner was stolen at around five am on
. Thursday the seventeenth, the day before the
luncheon. Rumor has it that two young men stole .
the banner. These men certainly were bold, but
obviously did not have the balls to return the banner.
Oops, I guess therefore they couldn't have been
men.
Off the top. of my head, I can recall incidences
of theft and vandalism in the pottery workshop,
Smith Hall, stolen computers and hockey equipment,
cars broken into, money stolen from university
departments, and various dorm damages. It's time
for students to speak up against the little criminals
on campus, who probably think they'll get away
. with anything because no one is saying anything
against them. Silence from the innocent side of
campus is only giving criminals permission to
continue stealing and destroying. If you know of,
or are a victim of theft or vandalism, let people
know about what happened, or write a letter to
the paper. Don't let criminals think that no one
cares about themselves and their property ( as well
as university property). Make some noise and let
thieves and vandals know they are being watched!
Kari Bernard is a sophomore with a German ma-

;or.

"Hi, I'm a tall, sexy blonde UNH student ... " No,
fashioned. It's so embarrassing to tell my grandno. "Hi, my name is ... and my interest are ... " Uh,
mother that girls (or women, etc) aren't asked out
uh. If you like pizza and champagne, dial... "No
anymore. She goes on to tell me that she could have
way!
had seven dates for one event if she wanted when
Okay, okay. Enough already. I give up. I'll never
she was at BU in the thirites. God, was I born too
meet anyone to go out with at UNH. I mean a guy
late or what?!
or a man or whatever you call college-age males.
I have never had this problem anywhere else
Maybe I should be a nun. Nah - it's senior year.
I've lived. It's unique to UNH. And I understand
I'll just move to N.Y.C. or D.C. or L.A. after I graduate
the money situation. Not every college student has
because there are 'lots of men in those places! Yeah,
loads of cash to throw around on a elate, but there
that's it. Oh, but what if they have AIDS or they're
are free and cheap things to do, too.
psychotic or they have this horrid past and I have
Examples: going to a MUB movie, going to a
no way of finding out?! All right - ENOUGH, I
matinee instead of a night film, going to lunch
said!
instead of dinner or having a picnic when it's warm.
Just study - get good grades - don't think about
Better yet - cooking dinner for the date. How about
it...
museums and fairs and beaches and parks. Etcetera,
"Hi, my name is ... ", I think as I study Shakespeare's
etc. You see, I don't think there's an exct,1se.
Romeo and Juliet.
"I don't have time" isn't an excuse. Plenty of
I feel that it is my personal duty to represent
guys have time every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
many of my senior girlfriends in asking :"Where
night to go to a party and "scoop" somebody (who
is the chivalry? Where is the male initiative? What .ends up walking home by herself at 6:00 in the
happened to tradition and courting?"
morning and is treated like a stranger at the next
No, I'm not desperate. And yes, I have had a couple
party!).
of very nice boyfriends at UNH. I guess I've been
Drag, drag drag - this is sounding like a lecture,
facing a new form of dating this year than I knew
but I'm just confused!
in the past. The norms of dating that I was raised
Actually, I also realize that unless I want to date
on have become extinct forms for the history books.
younger guys (which would be a first), there aren't
It used to be a long, long t.•me ago that guys (or
many seniors I'm interested in that don't already
boys or men or whatever) would call up a gal (or
have a girlfriend. Lately, it seems like every guy
girl or woman or whatever) and say "Hey, wanna
I tell my friends I have a crush on is about to walk
grab a movie?" or "Hey, wanna go out to dinner?"
down the aisle. Or worse yet, someone I know has
or something somewhat civilized.
already "claimed" him. It's the same for my friends,
Now you're lucky if a guy spills beer on you at
so I know I'm not the only one thinking "What
a party. Wow, what a thrill!
the hell?"
I have to face the fact that feminism or AIDS
M:: Guy-Friends (whose number is growing) give
or a combination has taken hold of this campus.
me iu1xed advice. Some say ''Yeah, guys love it when
Good in a way and bad in a way. Good in the sense
a tirl makes the First Move." Others say they are
that there is more equality among males and females .
r:· '. ned off by this and give a list of stereotypical
Good because people are becoming more mono- , names to label "girls like that."
gamous and are having safer sex (although I question
So what do I do? Well, risk-taker I feel that I
that one after listening to the grapevine). Bad
am, sooner qr later 'Jh, maybe May 1st, for instance,
because I don't have a date/
I'll make the First Move. But only If the Time is
Now you're asking me "Why doesn't she ask
Right, of course?
someone out, for .. .'s sake?!" Well, here comes the
The author of this ·"light-hearted" frolic wishes to
clincher - I'_m chicken. Not only that but I'm oldremain anonymous so her love-life doesn't beco"!le
a bad connection. ·
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Dec. 2, 1980 -El Salvador
By Randy Spartichino
A cluster of reporters waited intensely, along
with US ambassador, Robert White, whose anguished face betrayed that he knew, dreaded what
was going to be found.
In the crude mass grave, stacked on top of each
other were the bodies of four women. The first
hauled out of the hole was Jean Donovan, twentyseven years old, a lay missionary from Cleveland.
Her face had been blown away by a high caliber
bullet that had been fired into the back of her head.
Her pants were unzipped; her underwear twisted
around her ankles. When area peasants found her,
she was nude from the waist down. They had tried
to replace garments before burial. Th~n came
Dorothy Kazel, a ·forty year old Ursuline nun from
Cleveland. At the bottom of the pit were Maryknoll
nuns lta Ford, forty, and Maura Clarke, forty nine,
both from New York. All women had been executed
at close range. The peasants who found the women
said one had her underpants stuffed in her mouth;
another's had been tied over her eyes. All had been
raped. We paid for this.
.
The war we' re buying in El Salvador goes on each
day. Thousands are dead; many more will die, unless
we stop it- and only we can.

Randy Spartichi,,., ;son the Committee On Central
America.
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The Zenith Data Systems
Z-286 LP Desktop PC
40MB Hard Disk & 3.5"
1.44MB Floppy
Startin g at $1599
Christmas Specia l
$100 off bundle
$50 off FTM
mouse included with hard disk

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN WITH THE NEW Z-286 LP

THE AT COMPATIBLE THAT TRANSPORTS YOU
FROM CAMPUS TO THE CORNER OFFICE!
If your studies need AT power now, and your career could use

MS-OS/2® performance later on, then you really need the new
Z-286 LP Desktop PC from Zenith Data Systems- the leading
supplier of high-speed AT compatibles.*
As the one desktop computer that can keep pace with your data
processing requirements and growing ambition, the Zenith
Data Systems Z-286 LP lets you harness 286 speed and power
in a surprisingly compact design that won't crowd you out of
your dormroom.
You'll find the new Z-286 LP compatible with thousands of AT
peripherals ... and virtually all MS-DOS ®software. But that's not
all. The Z-286 LP also gives you the capability to move up to the
new MS-OS/2 technology whenever you feel your career path is
THE Z-286 LP IS NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR NEARBY
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS CAMPUS CONTACT:

Warner Jon es 868-5910
or
Brian Martineau 862-7048

ready for more_advanced performance.
The Zenith Data Systems Z-286 LP also comes complete with
1MB RAM-expandable to 6MB without using an expansion slot.
Plus a single 3.5" 1.44MB floppy disk drive that lets you "read"
and "write" 720K floppy disks. And a 40MB hard disk to store
thousands of pages of information for heavy-duty word processinf
and spreadsheets ... as well as a lot of other software programs
that you may need. Either now or in the future.
So transport your success through time with the one desktop
computer that can take you all the way from college to career.
Get the Zenith Data Systems Z-286 LP today. And think like a
true innovator!

data
sys tem s
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

*Source: lnfocorp, l 29188.
** Monitor not included in price.
MS-OS/ 2 and MS-DOS are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corp .
Special pricing offer good only on purchases through Zenith Contact(~
listed above by students, faculty and staff for their own use . No other
discounts apply. Limit one personal computer and one monitor per ind
in any 12-month period. Prices subject to change without notice .
© 1988, Zenith Data Systems
Form No. 1374-588
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Arts & Entertainment
Far from ·Pink

The Squalls.

sisting mostly of the most
By John Shamlou
recent, post Waters material,
When Pink Floyd "broke up,.'
the second half featuring older
eight years ago, the two parties
classics, mainly from Dark Side
it split into each took a vital part
Of The Moon and The Wall.
of the band with them. ExThe new material comes off
leader-Roger Waters took his
best, especially a version of
vision and excellent lyrics that
"Round and Around," but it is
had shaped the band over the
still evident that this is Gilmour
years, and the remaining bandsolo stuff dressed up in Floydian
members, led by guitarist David production than it is "real
Floyd."
Gilmour, took the group's
sound, and even more imporBut what happens to the
tantly, the. group's name. With oldies is really a shame. Songs
that name came a lot of excellent like "Time" and "Wish You
Water's songs a:nd his special Were Here," which are supeffects. The new band used posed to come off as dreamy,
memories of the old Floyd to instead come off as sleep inducsell out concerts before the new ing. Versions of "Money" and
record was even in the stores.
"Another Brick in The Wall
But what saved the new Floyd Part III" are downright boring,
from becoming a lumbering losing all of the energy they're
dinosaur was a good album, A supposed to have. The only
ounce of pretension, even if lead Momentary Lapse of Reason. bright spot is a fine version of
singer does sound just a touch Even so, it is hard to imagine "Comfortably Numb," other. like David Byrne. The high- any songs from that record wise nothing here compares to
lights of the Squalls' tales with sticking around as long as the originals.
The big problem is the band
a twist include "Take It All," "Money" or "Wish You Were
buoyed by a constant guitar buzz Here." The main selling point itself. While Gilmour's guitar
(as are many of the songs), of the band was definitely it's . work is fine as always, the rest /
of the band is lackluster, simply
"Squalleto," a swingin' · and past.
Now, just in time to rake in short on energy, resulting in
swayin' type of tune, "Movies,"
offerin' a bit of ska, and "Bride some bucks for Christmas, Floyd unimaginative arrangements.
It's interesting to note that
of Frankenstein," bompin' co has put out a live set, Delicate
a neato Bo Diddley beat. The Sound of Thunder, which inad- of the four older Floyd tunes on
only mistake is a cute by unne- · vert~ntly proves that the new the album, all of them were at
least co-written by Waters, and
cessary cover of The Grateful band just isn't up to par.
There's nothing terribly he gets sole credit for 3 tracks.
Dead's "Truckin"';Joe Pop-OPie recorded the definitive cover wrong with the new album; it's Gilmours name doesn't even
of this song, many times. No just a thoroughly average affair. appear on four of the songs. So
Time is one of the year's best But for a live album, that's bad while Pink Floyd may try to
enough. A live album should come up with far out album
records.
the feelies only !ife (A&M theoretically be a passionate covers and titles to try to live
Records) - The Feelies are New replaying of old and new favor- up to the name, Delicate Sound
Jersey's most imp~:>rtaf}t export, ites, and passion is missing here. of Thunder proves that Gilmour
The album is basically divided and Co. are not the ones that
LPS, page 20
into two halves. The first con- are Pink.

,Lps: Feelies, Lloyd Cole ...
By Arthur Lizie
Runrig The Cutter and The
Clan (Chrysalis Records) Runrig, standing on the brink
of musical indecision, wandering the midday Scottish Highland fog, teeter the totter between the old and the new,
simultaneously drawn to a rich
Scottish musical tradition and
lured into the lurid world of
modern pop music. U nfortunately, on their debut American
LP The Cutter and The Clan
Runrig have a tendefl;cy towards
the latter. Often intriguing
songs, such as "Hearts of Olden
Glory" and "P ide of The
Summer," are buried under a
chick gloss of production. Only
on songs such as "Alba," sung
in Scottish, do the flowing
Caledonian musical and lyrical
hrasings shine through. The

band gets extra points for being
socially conscious (an interest
in Scottish land rights) but lose
points for vocalist Donnie Munro whose range is somewhat less
than your average Hotpoinc.
Who knows, these guys could
be the next Clannad.
Squalls No Time (Dog Gone
Records) - No Time, the second
LP from Athen GA's Squalls,
is one one of the most refreshing
records of the year. It's eclectic
pop art for pure fun, a day at
the opera, a night at the races,
weaving threads of acoustic and
electric rock 'n' roll, country,
folk, and a mish mash of other
musical styles into its loose bu:c
studied web. And, unlike some
"rock and roll stars" from
Athens who shall be left unmentioned, the Squalls haven't
invested chis disc with even an

Tabloid-like look at Lennon's life
By Marc A. Mamigonian
John Lennon was an anorexic,
violent, perpetually strung-out,
homosexual, murderous little
snit. Not only that, he was a
,. lousy rhythm guitarist. At least,
this is Albert Goldman's portrait of him in The Lives of John
Lennon, a character assassination disguised as a biography
that has caused more than a few
feathers to become ruffled in
recent months. I hadn't, really
planned to read it or review it,
but the opportunity presented
itself, so what the hey.
John Lennon, for anyone
harboring any illusions, was not
a saint. He never healed the sick
or raised .the dead. He never
claimed to. Anyone who knows
the first thing about the Beatles
or Lennon is well acquainted
with many lurid details of
Lennon's life. That he spent
much of his adult life using
various drugs; that he was a man
who fought (unsuccessfully, at
times) to overcome his violent
impulses; that he he treated his ,
first •wife Cynthia and his son
Julian shamefully; these are all
old stories.
However, Goldman insists
on one upping every unfavorable story about Lennon. To
what end? Ostensibly to provide
a true portrait of the man. You
see, as the title of the book
indicates, Goldman caught on
to the brilliant idea that there
was more than one John Lennon; ie, that to each person,

Lennon was a different person.
What a sharpie, that Goldman.
l would rather not get too
deeply into the numerous flat
out errors Goldman makes in
the book- such as attributing
"Drive My Car" to Lennon
rather than McCartney- or the
highly questionable credibility
of several of Goldman's sources.
For that purpose, I would refer
you to the Rolling Stone ( a plug
for RS? amazing, but true) cover
story of about one month ago
that blew many a hole in Goldman's credibility. What struck
me more than this was the
almost total lack of insight on
Goldman's part into Lennon or
his music.
The almost comical notes on
the dust jacket tag Goldman as
a "master of pop culture."
Besides being exceedingly selfaggrandizing, this claim is ludicrous based on the "insights"
of The Lives of John Lennon.
Goldman seldom sounds like
anything other than what he is;
an academic with disdain for
pop culture and who considers
himself above pop culture but
who nonetheless tries to analyze
it.
Sure, Goldman grudgingly
acknowledges that Lennon and
the Beatles were the owners of
a brilliance of sorts. But between
parroting cliched praises of the
band (he calls Lennon "a seer,
a blind Teresias, alluding to the
prophet of Sophocles' Theban
tragedies) qold1!1an' s co~_tempt

and lack ot understanctrng of
their music is readily apparent.
Furthermore, his at times embarassingly florid prose hides
whatever granules of insight
might be lurking. Some examples follow.
Describing the Lennon family's obsession with blues music,
Goldman comments " ... the
Lennons- Jack [John's grandfather], Fred [John's father],
and John- represented collectively a whole century of English
entertainers smitten by the
black man's mojo." Puh-leeze.
Popmeister Goldman quips
that "the Beatles would have
had far greater strength and
freedom if they had known more
about music." Right. Obviously
it crippled them.
One of his more metaphorical
waxings goes thusly: "The rock
hero must be like a lion tamer
who every tim.e he enters the
cage is prepared to impose his
will upon the will of the beast."
Hmm. Somebody's been reading
Nietzsche way past his bed time.
Goldman almost totally misreads "Norwegian Wood," finding in it the message "how much
better it is to be alive in a world
where women are free and
independent." Are we listening
to the same song, Al? The
speaker at the end of the song
who lights up .the Norwegian
Wood is not meditating on the
joys of feminism, he is ticked

LENNON, page 20

John,. Lennon takes a fair bashing in Albert Goldman's
book The Lives of John Lennon.
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Kan e in colo r?
By Arthur Lizie
over the next few weeks for one
person to handle. Tonight finds
and Marc A. Mamigonian
You make me feel like danc- approximately ten Boston bands
ing. I want to dance the night including til tuesday, Ba:rrence
away. No, I'm not kidding, I Whitfield and The Savages, and
really do. You make me feel like Tribe playing the Boston
dancing. I feel like dancing Woo! Garden. All ages, all fun, all
Dancing Woo! Dance the night night ... Dekadance in Manchesaway. It's been two weeks since ter will be rocking to ultimate
I've written this column and I'm proportions this Sunday night
just getting a bit crazy, brim- night with those crazy Grateful
ming over with exciting viruos- Dead type guys Max "Let's
ity. Not that my column wasn't make a living off of a bunch of
in able (gance) hands with the old hippies" Creek. Next Thurs(continued from page 19)
inflatable Mr. Dube sharing his day finds Physical Graffiti
familial anecdotes ... I'm not rocking the night away. Who not to mention the most con- title suggests, at least not in a the lyrics don't glorify or even
quite sure, we haven't per- are Physical Graffiti? Let's do sistent. Translated that means world of cluttered by Tiffanys mention SATAN or NAT AS if
formed empirical studies yet, a typical SAT /GRE analogy, that, one, I don't care about and S~arships, only in a Utopia. you will. They even dedicate
"Victims of the Holocuast" to
but Shelly Long just might be okay? Crystal Ship is to The Springsteen and two, everything N othrng .b:.. . . e is extraordinar y
Bag,'!
"My
dull.
is
nothin_g
"six milion - never again."
but
t~e
rock
top
exactly
LA's
sounds
do
voted
Feelies
"recently
The
actress
the least talented major
to Acrophet if your doctor
ever. She was okay on Cheers, band and The Lizard King has alike, but it's wonderful so why "From 'fhe Hip," and "Mr. Listen
:::illowc;
enmost
the
are
It
poetry"
record.
Malcontent"
awful
_
this
of
like
I
book
new
a
complain.
with
away
but you can get
- Nick· Cave and The Bad
dishing up louse-ridden fodder Doors as Physical Grafitti is to is good. The Feelies, as always, joyable tunes, but "Sean Penn
Seeds Tender Prey (Enigall)
at
sound like avant-folk, chiming Blues" (not really blues
(fill in the blank).
to the disciples of prime time.
ma/Mute Records) - Circling
potential
the
to
in
up
only,
live
Undernight
doesn't
one
post-Velvet
Tonigh_t,
and
guitars
But check out one of her movies.
and circling closer and closer
Or rather, don't. She acts like an exclusive area appearance gound harmonic nasal drip of the title. Not really Mainto the center, quite unlike Yeats'
midstream.
like
did
more
the
Rodgers
stream,
Paul
always,
s
a
·
"Maybe
Also,
Bad
deadpan.
she's been sniffing too much .
one tries to decipher the
falcon,
Minds
Corrupt
Firm"
Acrophet
The
songs build crescendos to an all
Wonder Bread. The Money Pit. get a better deal with
Nick Cave and The Bad
to
secret
is
Acrophet
Records)
Manchester
(XXX
in
guitar
a
appear
of
thrash
Company
wailing
out
Yeah. How about Losin' It? That
there's a whole
Either
of
all
Seeds.
and
MTV
that
metal
Anthe
St.
at
cover
a
Center
is
solo. The only misfire
featqred not only Shelly, but also at the Carr
to Cave or a
something
of
radio
lot
commerical
trash
opens.
the
Winger
Goes
yeah,
"What
Oh
Reed's
selm's.
Lou
Saint
of
the inimitable talents of Tom
At any rate
nothing.
of
lot
bewhole
play
to
afraid
are
stations
Buckwheat
finds
better
9
write
On"; The Feelies
"Boy, I really know how to pick .. December
eclectic chaos
if
constant
is
that
there
worried
they're
cause
Zydeco
that
love
I
very
A
this.
Zydeco,
than
"Oh
songs
Reed
Lou
a script, just look at Cocktail"
they on Tender Prey. You got your
· Cruise. Oh, Shelly is much too bring me home th_?t Zydeco': good record. I like it. Thank you. people got to listen to it
up ----off kilter "Up Jumped The
suck
to
content
be
wouldn't
Theater
Colonial
Comthe
The
at
and
Zydeco
Cole
Lloyd
any
pitiable to even think about
Devil," your at-times Ian McCulsecond
On
Ratt.
would
and
it
Jovi
maybe
Bon
Oh
(Capitol
Keene.
in
Mainstream
motions
longer... It just occured to me,
suck
lough voice on "The Mercy
would
still
they
thought
Buckwheat
get
what
to
is
neat
Cole
been
Lloyd
have
Records)
Eastwick
of
but The Witches
your cocktail gone crazy
ass.
Seat,"
cute_
pretty
a
has
Jon
up,
it
theater.
local
a
weren't
in
he
if
be
perform
to
would
Idol
Billy
officially marked the moment
and "Slowly Goes The Night," and,
fast,
hard,
loud,
is
local
no
Acrophet
have
we
yeah,
obnoxious,
d,
Oh
overproduce
an
became
Nicholson
when Jack
theater for that type of thing. blithering fool, a nice guy who a sure way to clear a room. OK, in general, your Tom Waits as
a parody of himself.
who
a British songmei-ster . Just
I'm pretty damn glad (can I Maybe next time I go to college. writes and performs pleasant, they sound like Metallica,
remember, constant chaos . .
singer
The
!un.
Healey
they're
Jeff
kid
~ar~s,
songs.
whiz
pop
Guitar
..
unadorned
cat~hy,
say that in these pages? Glad,
and
eunuch
at
screamrng
a
t
isn
perform
the
Mainstream really isn't as
that is) that the Red Sox re- and his "Band"
signed Rich Gedman. I feel Nightstl'lge in Cambridge on
pretty warm and cuddly inside Dec. 12.
Well, I guess my brain has
thinking that a man who looks
like a glazed donut and can run fried, time to pass the eternal
almost as fast John Candy will · torch of upbeatosity and general
earn more in a year than, say, merriment to Mr. Mamigonian.
Listen, I know I promised 1
The Fools will in a lifetime.
Rich, Rich when you gonna wouldn't talk about colorization
wake up? Damn, I broke my anymore, but this time that
mojo ... People complain about weasel Turner has gone way too
kids getting into Satan worship, far. Citizen Kane, folks. Citizen
but at least it keeps them off freakin' Kane. He's actually
the streets ... Fischer-Pric e going to colorize Citizen Kane.
Cam-corder is where it's at for My wrath knows no ends. Is he
Christmas. It uses audio tapes doing it for any reason other
than to say "I colorized what
to record video images. Just
don't let your little brother drool is widely considered to be the
on it. If you don't have a little greatest film ever made?" What
brother, don't drool on it your- do you t~ink? Turner claims that
self. Also pretty cool is the Nerf he is performing a service by
fencing kit. You can bash the making Kane available to a
l?ejeebers out of your friends and whole generation that otherwise
it won't even hurt them a bit. might not bother. Great. Why
There is a scoring system that not make it available as it was
is too complicated to go into meant to be seen? It's bad
(continued from page 19)
here. Sufficient to say that the enough that Citizen Kane was
comhad
Welles
film
only
the
the image of bread baking and
game can be won if played
off that the girl left him so he non's pathetic childhood,
childrearing that the Lennon's
orgy
the
Hamburg,
in
days
properly wink, wink ... It's a plete control over and proper
nutty
torches the place.
chose to show. Apparently,
Lenand
Beatlemania,
was
that
little know fact, but Nietzche resources and budget to make.
Lastly, he trashes everyone
Lennon spent most of his last
1974of
weekend"
"lost
non's
was a rhythm guitarist for The I can see Welles rolling over in
save Paul; "Is it any wonder that
years strung out and dominated
and
convincing
mostly
are
75
Trammps, creators of that time- his grave, which is no easy feat
Paul got a little bossy, betraying
are by Yoko. Supposedly, it was only
less Saturday Night Fever classic from my house. Anyway, Mr.
his impatience with Ringo (who readable. Less believable
to
down
going
are
I
and
Lizie
right before he was killed that
no
the
is
of
depictions
Goldman's
"Disco Inferno." There
years)
had gotten worse over the
Lennon started to show signs
relationship
homosexual
alleged
truth to the rumor that Kier- Atlanta over break to knock
or with an uptight, crib-book
you'd
If
Turner.
into
sense
some
life, coinciding with his
of
Brian
Sartre
but
and
sax,
kegaard played
guitarist like George, or a sullen, between Lennon
like to join us, drop by the New
kicking of heroin and his reemanager
Beatles'
the
Epstein,
did indeed play blues harp.
apathetic drug addict like LenIt is mergence in the music business
Liv Ullmann is speaking at Hampshire office for details.
non." If these guys were so bad, until his death in 1967.
New
the
by
Drop
kids!
Hey
(which Yoko sought to thwart
rumor,
and
hearsay
on
based
Harvard next Wednesday. Hey,
why are you doing a book on
weekdays
office
Hampshire
exploit for her own puror
SebasunrelJohn
by
for
settle
accounts
even
hand
I'd
third
them, Goldman?
poses).
late
stated
Lennon
sources.
iable
tian here at UNH. Or Ted during the noon luch hour and
Goldman's most ridiculous
If this is true, which it seems
ever
"Who put the bomp?" Knight. join the nuttiness of the Regresharangue is on how the Beatles in his life that nothing
We
Network.
Student
sive
to be ( the evidence 'is_pretty
them.
between
happened
Or Clara "Where's Walter 'I
sold out. "Lennon succumbed
Goldman chooses to discard convincing, I'm afraid), that
like French Toast' Mondale strive to uphold all of the ideals to the enticements of commerthat
whatever
seventies,
the
of
statement, despite the fact makes me feel even sadder about
this
these days" Peller. Even though
cial success. Rather than work
Lennon had no reason to Lennon's death than I did bethat
the second two are dead they'd means. We listen to great tunes.
to bring the public around to
the
and
K.C.
Family,
Partridge
fore. In fact, this whole book
probably prove more interesting
his vision, he adapted himself lie about it to the person. made me feel sad; sad for ·
with
Lennon
credits
Goldman
than anything happening Sunshine Band, Barry White,
to the tastes of the mass auLennon, sad for Yoko, sad for
around here. Does this smell Tavares. Some days, everybody
Bull droppings. Lennon being honest about his life most Goldman. Goldman? Well, he
dience."
fighting,
kung-fu
found
be
suits
it
when
but
time,
the
of
of twentieth century alienation can
was a rare thing in nature; he
Lennon must have a pretty empty exand utter hopelessness? I hope · often moving fast as lightning.
had the ability to meet public his purposes, he regards
frightening.
bit
little
a
is
It
istence to do nothing but live
liar.
a
as
so. I think. It certainly smells
tastes while extending them and
ourselves.
enjoy
we
Anyway,
of the lurid tales of famous
off
.
·paints
so
just
is
convincingly
UNH
Goldman
of something.
uplifting them. Goldman cannot
existential. Not that anyone Even if we annoy the hell out see this. I feel very, very sorry damning portraits of Epstein men's lives.
as an incompetent and of Yoko
should make fun of dead people of everyone else. Bell bottoms, for him.
Overall, I'm sorry I read the
as a voracious go-getter.
Ono
like, say, Randy Rhoads . .. On hip buggers, wide lapels, and
Goldman is at his best when
renot
are
sideburns
greasy
Lenof
that
book.
shows
damn
undead
he
the
side,
picture
The
lighter
the
he .has some_dit;t to spread
is, there is just so much fun quired, but encouraged nonethe- around. His portraits of Len- non's last 5 years ts not the
happeni:1g in the near vicinity less.
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IBM
Purchase an
IBM PS/2 MODEL 25

and receive a
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Sony Walkman Cassette Player
FREE

*
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*

Purchase an
IBM PS/2 Model 30/286

and receive a
$50.00 coupon

towards the purchase of
any application software package

*

Apple
Purchase any
Apple Macintosh

and receive a
$50.00 _coupon

tow~ds the purchase of any
application software package

*

*

More Holiday Savings!
70/386 machine with a 60 Mb Hard Disk

Come by U.T.C
for information on

$3270.00

Apple's Student Loan-to-Own Program

(monitor not included)

(Offer expires January 31)

IBM PS/2 Model 70
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UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY CENTER
Thompson Hall• Room 14A • 862-1328

20MB Hard Disk &
3.5" Floppy Drive

40MB Hard Disk &
·3.5" Floppy Drive

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN -WITH THE NEW BATTERY-DRIVEN SUPERSPORT 286 ™TO GET YOUR CAREER ON THE FAST TRACK.
Compact. Lightweight. Yet bursting with 286 desktop speed and power. Operating at 12 MHz with zero
wait state technology. To tackle research, engineering, statistics, architecture and math-intensive classes.
That's the new SupersPort 286 from Zenith Data Systems-today's leader in battery-operated portables.
ADVANCED DESKTOP PERFORMANCE TO GO. The SupersPort 286 offers fast 20MB or 40MB hard disks
and 3.5" 1.44MB floppy drive to carry volumes of data and application programs. 1MB RAM - -expandable
to 2MB with EMS and extended memory capabilities to run MS-DOS<!< and MS-OS~ PC/ XT and AT
compatibility to give you the ability to multi-task applications. Plus a detachable battery with AC
adapter/ recharger. For 286 desktop standards in a truly portable PC.
ENJOY BEITER HOURS ON CAMPUS. Hours of battery power, that is. For greater productivity in all
yqur classes. After all, the SupersPort 286 features Zenith's comprehensive Intelligent Power
Management-a system that lets you control how your battery power is consumed so you won't waste
valuable energy on components and peripherals not in use.
AN EASY READ ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS. For crisp text and superior readability, the SupersPort 286
also features Zenith renowned dazzling back-lit Supertwist LCD screen with 640 x 400 double-scan CGA
resolution for greater clarity. The screen even tilts back 180-degrees so it lies flat to accommodate a
desktop monitor.

TO HARNESS THE NEW SUPERSFORT 286 PORTABLE PC AT A SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE, VISIT
YOUR ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS CAMPUS CON'1J\CT TODAY:

Warner Jones 868-5910
or
Brian Martineau 862-7048

,,7t•1ra I systems
data
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON '

l'C XT a11d AT an· regisll·red tra le marks of IBM Corp
MS-IJOS a11d MS- OS l an· re.gist,- rr d trademarks of Microsoft Corp .
Sp,·c 1al p, if'irw offt·r ~ood 011ly or1 purchases directly through Zenith Co ntact(s ) listed above by students.
far ulty a11<l stall fur lt:t·ir own us1·. No other discounts apply. Limit one portable pe rsonal computer per
111d1vid11a l iri a11y ll -rnonth period Pri ces subjcf't tq ci1ange without notice.
·, . l'JK;, Z1· ruth Data Systl' ms
Form No. 1391
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Letters
Adi
To the Editor:
I would like to (as suggested)
publicly apologize for offending
certain members of the Christian
community with an advertisement
which I, on behalf of THE CAM~
PUS CRUSADE AGAINST
CHRIST, placed in your publication.
However, doing such a thing
would disgust me so as an alternative I offer the following:
I have great respect for Christians
who approach their religion with
sincere introspection and without
a loss of individuality. I admire Saint
Francis of Assisi, Saint Augustine
and monks who fasted to bring
about visions. I consider some
biblical language to be poetic and
applaud the many charitable works
Christianity has encouraged.
This does not keep me from
noticing Christianity's major contributions to human egoism, ethnocentrism and violence.
By placing an advertisement in
The New Hampshire depicting
Christ being crucified on telephone ·
poles, I am (in addition to being
"offensive, callow, careless, callous,
tasteless, vulgar, tactless and
narrow-minded ") a "sinner."
Sinners go to Hell.
While I may not agree with some
Christians, I do not plot their
eternal torment in the afterworld.
Certainly, living in a society
where millions of people go around
feeling that they are the "elect"
whereas I must be consumed in
flames is disturbing. Much more
disturbing, offensive and vulgar
than my advertisement.
That most members of the nonChristian world (those who challenge too many of the ideas of
Christianity, or are Moslem, or
Jewish, or homosexual, or who lived
before Christ's time ... ) (Animals
are also on this list. They, although
once considered to have a
"soul"/conscious ness--by the Catholic Church throughout the Middle Ages, are no longer granted this)
are destined to be incinerated or
denied access to Heaven, may not
appear to be disturbing at first, as
it has little to do with "this world."
However, a careful examination
of history (Albigensian Crusade
etc.) will reveal that many Christians have chosen to ignore the
commandment "Thou shalt not
kill."
No one who has carefully read
the Bible can deny that thousands
of people are killed within its pages.
i
!
Add to this inquisitions, crusades,
I
religious wars ... And that an ongoing
l .. "You
must become like us, or die"
I
attitude is more prevalent than
most Christians will admit.
Christianity seems to remove
many of its followers from contact
with the world that exists outside
a set of beliefs. The human desire
to know the unknown is packaged.
Asking forgiveness for "sins" can
be constructive, at times, as a tool
for examining one's relationship
with the world. However, this easily
turns into a case oJ, "I have created
God in my own image. He approves
of this." or "The Lord is my
shepherd. Baa...baa.... "
But I digress .... More specifically
in response to the letters: ( ... We
die for our own sins, if anyone
does ... Perhaps there are people
here, in this world, who die so that
we may live as we do ... )
In response to the letter that
said," .. .I find it offensive that
someone should equate a cross, the
Roman Empire's cruel refinement
,__. on a gallows and transfixion, with
harmless telephone poles." I would
like to say that, far from being
harmless, telephone poles are
highly dangerous--being that they
are often placed too near to major
roadways, causing unnecessary
impact with automobiles, or toppling onto them, claiming more
lives this year than all of the
"gallows and transfixion" incidents
in the last ten.
Had I been one fo the origianl
followers of Christ, I would have
(This is a Pyrrhonian statement.
I would not kill Christ but offer this

as an example of how Christianity
seems to focus on, rely on, Christ's
death.) done everything within my
power to ensure that Christ was
crucified. If he hadn't been, Christianity (as we know it) would not
exist today.
I think Marilyn J. Tiews should
apologize for her slander of the
Roman Empire, and publicly thank
them for their contribution to her
religion.
In closing, I urge (some)
members of the Christian community to stretch the ditninutive dimensions of their. Lilliputian comprehension ... read Saint Augustine ... put
a real emphasis on forgiveness and
love rather than on condemnation.
Yours in Christ
Matt Jasper

Ad II

To the Editor:
The ad on November 18 depicting Christ on a teleph9ne pole paid
for by Campus Crusade AGAINST
Christ is not associated in any way
with the University-appro ved organization of Campus Crusade FOR
Christ. We felt this should be
clarified as the members in our
group have been receiving questions
in regard to this ad.
I realize that because of the
constitution, anyone has the freedom to buy advertising space, and
the paper is required t~ print it.
But, we feel this ad lacked a
sensitivity and tact toward Christian
beliefs. This did cause many people
to be offended as it exploited
Christ's suffering and payment for
our sins while dying on the cross.
If anyone has an opinion or
question against Campus Crusade
FOR Christ, s/he should go to the
group, or I am willing to talk with
whomever has these questions or
concerns. The Student Activity
Off ice has our meeting time and
place if you are interested. Their
phone number is 862-1001.
Sincerely, ·
Joanne Marshall
Student President of Campus Crusade for Christ

Ad Ill

To the Editor:
This letter is in reference to the
ad found on page 7 of the 11/18/88
TNH.
1. I publicly apologize to Joanne
Marino, Editor-in-Chief of The
New Hampshire for losing my
temper and being rude to her. It
was entirely inappropriate and I
regret my behavior. (The discussion
between us concerned the ad in
question).
2. I fully agree with the sentiments expressed in Susan Perron's
letter in the 11/22/88 edition of
The New Hampshire; I "second"
her letter.
3. Point number one withstanding, I disagree with the editorial
statement "The advertisement was
not slanderous or libelous, ... " If
that ad does not constitute slander,
then that word has totally lost its
meaning.
4. I urge all concerned students
to attend the Student Senate meeting on December 4, Sunday evening
at 6 P.M. in McConnell 212. On the
agenda is discussion of the bill
approving The New Hampshire's
concept proposal, thus allowing its
funding by the University. Any and
all comments regarding The New
Hampshire's role on campus are
appropriate and encouraged.
David A. Dumont

Ad IV

To the Editor:
This Letter will no doubt reach
you after the holiday break, and the
furor will probably have died by
then. But given the letters in the
Tuesday, Nov. 22 issue, I felt
impelled to send your paper a vote
of confidence. Yes, it concerns that
tiny little ad on page seven of Fri.,
Nov. 18th issue, placed by the
"Campus Crusade Against Christ."
Regardless of how I might personnally be affected by the ad ( and I,
like many others, would never even
have noticed it if it weren't for the

the help of some excellent teachers,
violence that does not mean that I was able to explore what it means
they shouldn't acknowledge the to be a woman. But not many people
problem or that they don't: have a at this University have been taught
responsibility to help society. Dis- where women come from.
We have been forced to endure
belief that males aren't mainly
responsible for this violence or that oppression and ravishment, and
this violence exists is almost as still are. Rape, which Mr. Doricko
offensive as the threat of violence calls a heinous crime in his letter
is rampant in our society, and rape
itself.
Mr. Doricko is the one who is is primarily a crime of men against
trying to "paint our world" by women.
People like Mr. Doricko know
insisting that the two sexes are
"equal but different" - sounds like these facts and may even convince
"separate but equal" (you remember themselves that they sympathize
that nasty phrase that was the with the plight of women, but their
rationale behind segregation in the sympathy is merely a farce. How
South?). Doricko refuses to realize can men, who are trapped, through
that most of our society still con- lack of education within a tiny
siders women the weaker sex and sphere of experience truly compreinferior in status to men. The hend oppression?
Why do you think rape occurs,
average woman in the peak of her
To the Editor:
There is a difference between career can still expect to earn only Mr. Doriko? Why do you think
women, much more so then men,
supporting "any individual's free- 60 cents for every dollar a male
dom of religion--or freedom from makes. Out of our 99th Congress, are forced to worry about walking
alone at night or traveling unacreligion," and supporting blatant only approximately 20 out of 535
companied? Perhaps you should
tastelessness. By agreeing to sell members, or 3.7%, were women.
ad space in the November 18 issue Equal? Hardly. Most men would go see the movie "The Accussed"
to get a better insight.
to the Campus Crusade Against never think of asking themselves
When I saw "The Accussed,"
Christ, theed board of The New questions such as "Is it safe for me
Hampshire was also selling the (o walk alone after dark?" or "Is which graphically depicts a gang
rape of a women in a bar, I was so
integrity of the publication which my outfit too sexy or provocative?",
wommany
that I almost had to leave
horrified
questions
are
these
yet
The
university.
represents this
the theater. But I'm not so sure it
editor's say that the advertisement en frequently feel they have to ask
was the actual scene that affected
was not libelous or slanderous was themselves. The fear of being
me so deeply as the realization that
ridiculous. The ad was an outright attacked by a male is tremendously
I could see, and, God help me,
depection of hate for Christ. Those great and should not be belittled.
understand what the rapists and
who placed the ad are obviously It is a fear grounded in reality.
the people cheering on the rapists
When John Doricko wrote about
beyond merely criticizing negative
aspects of Christianity. Instead, they being unfairly punished for exer- were thinking. I could understand
it too.
see Christ himself as a joke. There cising his right to freedom of because I almost thought
for
asked
she'
that
men,
out
be
left
must
"Men
conveniently
he
speech,
the
between
difference
is a huge
horn
car
his
etc."
it,
honking
continuously
two.
Because I am a woman, though,
Maybe it was the intention of at the protest kept others from
those who placed the ad to see if excercising their rights to speak. ' I identified with the woman being
raped and pushed all these thoughts
it would make people like me angry. Also, in both his comments at the
seems
John
letter,
had learned out of my head. I am
I
his
and
protest
Or
Congratulations , it worked.
almost afraid to tell Mr. Doriko to
perhaps .the ad was meant to be to have stressed one freedom - his
see this movie because I believe he
funny. If this was the case, it failed, right to speak - and overlooked
will identify with the rapists and
because as far as I could tell, not another important freedom we
·
the
regard:
high
in
therefore leave the theater no more
hold
all
should
laughing.
were
many people
fear.
than before.
from
enlightened
freedom
Lauren Clark
Sincerely,
I blame this mentality on our
Paula A. Lovinski,
society and education. Why should
a student at UNH be required to
Proud American
. Flo Reed,
take courses on the history of
To the Editor:
Assertive Female
mankind and not on the history of
In his letter printed in The New ·
Pano M. Brooks
womankind? We make up half the
Hampshire (11/22), John D. DoUNH Delta Chi Founding Fathe;
population of this world. We exist
ricko stated that BrotherPeace
not just today but we have existed
activists "would like to paint our
for centuries. Maybe if Mr. Doriko
world as one where men in general
had been forced to learn about that
have no respect for women and view To the Editor:
existence he would not object to
them as an inferior sex... they would
My response to John D. Doricko's an organization that merely asks
have us believe that most men are Nov. 22 letter to the editor was one men to examine their historical role
by nature quite violent and always of anger. I was angered that Mr. as oppressors and to attempt to
aiming destructive thoughts and Doricko could approach the Bro- challenge that role and move on.
actions at women." Doricko misses therPeace movement with such a
People like Mr. Doriko cannot
the point of the BrotherPeace self-righteous antagonism when accept that role because they have
movement, which was not to assert it is flamingly apparent that he is never learned who they really are.
that most men are generally violent, ignorant of not only BrotherPeace's Because how can a man know what
but that men should admit that male stands, but of the history and it is to be a man without ever
violence and male violence toward circumstances that make such a learning anything about what it is
women are problems, and that men movement necessary.
to be a woman?
need to (and BrotherPeace shows
Doriko claims to have a healthy,
I applaud BrotherPeace for recthey do) take responsibility for respectful attitude toward women ognizing men's violence in its
helping to alleviate these social and he says he objects to Brother- separate place from women's viatrocities. The idea is that men and Peace because he believes both sexes olence. If Mr. Doriko cannot accept
women, In Mr. Doricko's own should take responsibility for the the cause of BrotherPeace, I'm not
words, "must share equal respon- world's problems and violence
so sure he has really a:ccepted
sibilities and work to solve all
I can certainly understand how himself.
Sincerely,
problems." For Mr. Doricko this Mr. Doriko came to this conclusion.
Robin Santo
includes all problems except male He sees the world today as one of
En~lish/ Senior
violence. Through his letter to the equality, where both sexes reign.
editor and through making such Certainly he must think this is true
comments as "Go home and get a and that it has been true long
clue," "Feminism is sexism," "Make enough for it to be a "fact" or he
love not noise," and "Can't you find couldn't make this statement.
something better to do on a Friday
I can see Mr. Doriko's logic only
night?" (Coundn't John find some- because I have been taught it.
thing better to do?) Mr. Doricko Through grammer school, high
is inferring that we live in a society school and now here at UNH I have
where male violence and male · been taught about the acts of men,
violence against women are not great leaders and presidents who
problems and that men are not I am suppossed to look at as role
mainly responsible for perpetuating models. Because of the way I was
violence.
taught, I believed I could have been
Doricko is wrong on both counts. one of those leaders if I had lived
Approximately 87% of all murders during their tine.
and aggravated assaults committed
But I couldn't have been. I would
in the United States are perpetrated have been excluded because I am
by males. 99% of all forcible rapes
a woman.
against females are perpetrated by
I can hear Mr. Doriko and those
males. These figures are even more like him scoffing at my letter right
unnerving when one considers that now, thinking I am digging in the
males make up only 47.5% of the past for something to be angry at.
population. These figures assert But no, Mr. Doriko, on the contrary,
that men are not merely "scape- I am looking for something to be
goats" for these problems. These proud of. A place where I can look
statistics are not here to prove that and see where I came from. My
51 Main St.
all men are responsible for violence,
heritage is not the same as yours,
Durharn,N.H .
just that violence is mainly com- Mr. Doriko, but it's taken me 21
mitted by males. But just because years to find that out.
868-6322
many males do not engage in
This year, throug~_courses_ and

flood of letters in Tuesday's paper,
which made us go back and dig out
Friday's and search for it) I believe
you are perfectly justified in printing it. Your explanation, printed
as an editor's note in Tuesday's
letters column, says it all. Stick by
your guns! You are well within your
rights--as is this so called "Campus
Crusade."
By the way, if possible, I would
dearly love to get in touch with the
perpetrators of this delightfully
naughty bit of irreverence. Do you
or any of your staff know how I
might do so? Thank you very much!
Yours
Mel Schrier

AdV

Doricko I

Doricko II
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by Mike Peters
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Superguy

by Kurt Krebs

HACKS HALL
TODAY WE
OUR FJRST
CHRISTMAS''
&ET YOU

BE&!N
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MERRY
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by Michael Dowe
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STUDE NT SENATE .

I

.EXECUTIVE POSITIONS
FOR NEXT SEMESTER

* JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

- ASST. BUSINESS MANAGER

CHAIRPERS ON

&
ASST. EXECUTIVE OFFICER

* STUDENTS FOR THE

UNIVERSITY
Co-CHAIRP ERSON
Deadline:
DECEMBER 9, 1988

4 p.m.

Deadline: January 31, 1989

Applications Available in
Senate Office,
Room 130, M UB
More Info, Call 862-1494
I

COME ONE, COME ALL...

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL

to the first annual

at the

HOLIDAY . SEASON PARTY

OY-CLUB SPORTS BAR
*Five T. V.s*
Steamed Hot Do~s Only 50¢
· Game Specials
from

Friday, December 9th

6:30 - 12pm
· Strafford

Room, MOB

9 to CLOSE

421 Central Ave. Dover
742-0747

Features a catered dinner, DJ and dancing,
and a Faculty/Student Talent Contest
Tickets on ~ale ~ngsbury main lobby
M, W, F-~m Sam-noon
$8 for students
$12 for faculty

Sponsored by The Institute of Electronic and Electrical
Engineers and The Programming Fund Organization

RAW · B ·AR & GR I LL

,

t
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U.S . SEN ATO R
. :
JOS EPH R. BID EN, Jr. :
.

·! ·

~

(Dem ocrat -Dela ware)

*·Chairperson, Senate Judiciary Committe,
>f- Ranking J;;>emocrat, Senate Foreign Relations Committee ·

Thursday, Decem ber 8, 1988
12:30 p.tn.
Strafford Room
Memorial Union Building
Presented by the Student Senate

UNIVER SITY OF NEW HAMPS HIRE, DURHA M, NH
Dec. 3, 1988 - 7:30 p.m.
Brought to you by
Waterville Valley Resort and the UNH Ski Club
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE
1984 2 Door Red Renault All iance - 52,000
miles , automatic, great cond ition . Price
negoitable. Call Lisa at 335-4958.

Northwood NH - unique country setting.
One bedroom contemporary . 20 minutes
from UNH , carpeted, deck , appliances ,
garage, extras. $500 mo., 942-7705
TWO ROOM MA TES NEEDED - For second
semester in the Coops. Call 868-2705.

Used bicycles NISHIKI MT. Colorado $385 ,'
Marinonc 55cm $685, 19" Fat Chance
$1399, Univega 21" $385. Days 868-5634.

PORTSMOUTH - 4 bedroom - 2 bath Appliances. Newly remodeled. Quiet, near
water, walk to town. $850/mon. Plus utilities
& Sec. deposit. 436-9058.

1981 Chevette For Sale, Std . trans .,
_hatchback, original owner, AM/FM, A/C,
exc . condition . $1390 or best offer. Call
603-895-4397.

Spaces available on Main Street. Girls only.
Nice apartment and great location. Come
check it out. 868-6329.

1983 Chevette 4 door, 61 ,000 miles . No
rust, excellent condition. $2,000 or B.O.
Call Dennis 868-6651.

Room available in 2BR Apt in Lee ,
$230/mon., Semester lease, pay electric
only, call Robin 659-6538 if out leave a
message.

Bake Sale, Fri ., Dec .2, 9-4, Grafton Rm.,
MUB. Raffle of a Holiday Gift Basket ($100
¥alue). Tickets - $1 for 1, $2 for 3, $5 for
10. To benefit child and family center.

Space available for Spring Semester. One
femaJe roommate. Main St. , Durham ,
parking space included . Great apt. Call
868-3801 .

1979 VW RABBIT - Good condition ,
inspected in Sept. $775. 742-2981 .

Female Roommate Wanted for 5 bedroom
house. Portsmouth. $225/mon. plus sec.
Call 436-2278 Tues. and Thurs. 433-3199
Mon, Fri. eves.

Want to buy top of the line stereo equipment. at rock bottom prices? Bose, Ken- .
woos, Advent just to name a few. Also TV's,
VCR's, all factory warranted (Price quotes
instantly) Great Christmas presents. Call
Rich at 868-3391 anytime.
1984 2 Door Red Renault Alliance - 52,000
miles, automatic, great condition . Pricenegoitable. Call Lisa at 335- 4958.
For rent or lease : Studio apartment , 1
person. Great location- across from the
Community Church on Main St .
$200/month includes heat and all utilities.
Best rent in town!! Cable hook-up available.
Call 868-5324 now!! -may go FAST!

DURHAM - Main Street Apartment! For
rent Spring semester. Females only . Up
to three spaces. Call Sandy anytime 8686022.
Large , attractive room for two in private
home , walking distance from campus .
Furnished; private bathroom ; possibility
of babysitting . $1000 per person per
semester include utilities. Call 868-2758,
late afternoon or evening.
DURHAM - 1 bedroom apartment for
Spring semester above Sub-Stop .
$500/mon. for one or two people. Call Beth
or Amy 868-3315.
GREAT LOCATION - Space available in
Coops for female, Jan.-May. Call 669-2973.
Parking available.

G, _.,.., upportunity to gain administrative
experience!!' Be an administrative assistant
in an international organizat ion . Make
reports, perform fundraising activities, etc.
8 hrs/wk. $500 pay (Semester II) Call Field
Experience- 862-1184 (Job #88100)
WORKSTUDY needed in the Philosophy
Dept. 10-15 hours a week, $4.25/hr. See
Jeannie in rm. 27 Ham. Smith or call 8621040 for more info.
Overerseas jobs .. Summer.yr.round . Eu rope, S.America, Austral ia, Asia. All fields .
$900 - $2000 mo. Sightseeing . Free info .
Write IJC, PO Bx 52- NHO1 Corona Del Mar,
CA 92625
Management positions . Gain valuable
experience while still earning great money.
Last summers average pay was $8000 .
Positions filling quickly. For more infor mation call 1-800-922 -5579 or 508 -481 5504 and leave a message for Jeff Millar
Experienced restaurant people to work
for a temporary placement service for
caterers and restaurants in the Porstmouth
Area. For more info. call Tim collect at 9647263.
SCREENPRINTERS: Experienced screenprinters wanted . 1-5 yrs . exprience pre ferred. Excellent pay starting $6-9.30/hr .
or salaried with benefits. Part or full time .
Please send resume to: Reifer's East, Inc.
161 Portland Ave., Unit 1, Dover NH 03820 .
Call 743-4763 or 1-800-274-3337.
Earn $600 this week (Approx. $20-$30 per
hour) . Need money for rent, Christmas or
Break? Only a few positions left, Call Scott
Tosay at 868-371 o.
CRUISE SHIPS - Now hiring men and
women. Summer and career opportunities
(will train). Excellent pay plus world travel.
Hawaii , Bahamas Caribbean , etc . Call
NOWI (206) 736-7000 ext. 465c,
LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS- gain expe rience in wr iting , communication skills.
etc! Work as an adm inistrative assistant
in an international organization . Get paid
$500 .00 and get grec;1t job experience. 8
hrs/wk (Sem . II) Call Field Experience 862 1184 (Job #881 00A)
OFFICE WORKERS NEEDED - Four UNH
College Work Study positions available
. at the Social Security office in Portsmouth,
NH . Pays $6/hr. Applicants must be
approved for College Work Study by UNH.
Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White.

+IOLIStNG

DOVER - Roommate needed for 2nd
semester to share 4 bedroom apartment
with 3 other girls . Rent $21 Olmo . or
negotiable and utilities. Call Kelley at 742 0247.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED - Second Sem ester, Great Location - Above
T&C. Right on Main St. Comfortable, quiet,
and CHEAP . All utilities included; even
electric heat!! Call anytime - 868-1414 ask
for Tara or Tony.
FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED - Spring
semester in the Coops' Great location!
Parking available. Call NOW! 868-3750.

Attention - Faculty, Students and Consultants'!! Word Processing/Typing Service
- Resumes, Manuscripts, Theses, Correspondence , Mailing Lists. Professional
quality. IBM/Diablo equipment. ·over nine
years experience. Call Victoria Benn, 9:00
- 5:00 p.m., Monday - Saturday, 749 -1365

I need someone to type some papers before
Dec . 9th . I wil l pay good money. Please
call Rich Kelley at 868-5959.

Typing/Word Processing , professional
quality Spelling accuracy guaranteed.
SAVE yourself time & money by calling
NOW. Dover, 742-2037

I need someone to type some papers before
Dec. 9th . I wil l pay good money. Please
call Rich Kelley at 868-5959.

If you have used I.V. drugs and shared
needles since 1978, you might be at ridk
for AIDS . For free , anonymous and nonjudgemental AIDS antibody cojunseling
and/ or testing call the office of Health
Education and Promotion, Health Services
Center, UNH. 862-3823.

Drinking and driving is a serious problem.
More than 22 ,500 traffic deaths each year
involve a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every
day . More people have been killed in
alcohol -related accidents in this country
than have died in our foreign wars.
Everybody has a favorite cure for a
hangover, but they all habe one thing in
common - they don't work. What does work
is preventative medicine. If you control
your consumption, you won 't get a hangover.

DURHAM - One to three persons needed
for spacious house on Young Drive for
Spring semester. Call 868-6272 and ask
for Julie or Amy.

Mrs. P. - Thanks for being such a great
landlord. Thank you for opening your home
to me. I have really appreciated it. -Miss
Suzy.

NEEDED! Female non-smoker to share
room in new condo in Dover for spring
semester. 6 miles from campus. $300/mo.
call Jenn 749-4031 .

Jo Jo - Thanks for being such a good
buddy- you introduced me to how fun Nicks
could really be . Don 't be too rough with
those hoc~ey pucks - if you know what I
mean. -the printout savoir.

Horses Boarded &170/mos . Box Stalls ,
trails near by ring . Twice daily clean & feed,
turn out available, 20 minutes from Ro chester Equine Clinic and 10 minutes from
campus. Call or stop by Sunswept Stables
743-3632, 742 -6533. Harness and Saddle
training also available.
RESORT HOTELS, Cruiselines, Airlines
& Amusement Parks, NOW accepting
applications for summer jobs, internships,
and career positions. For more information
and an application; write National Collegiate Recreation Service; PO Box 807 4;
Hilton Head SC 29938.

. Happy holidays to all, love Rosey_ _ _

Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
on self, others or property. For some people
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself.

Corky- As Flip would continue to play "Don 't
Worry Be Happy," we all love you , and you
do a damn good job at what you do, so don 't
let anyone say differently. Love, Sis.

SERVICES

Wayne and Louie- -Too bad you can take
a joke, wait -ons are supposed to be fun ,
lighten up, DZ

"Drink provokes the desire , but it take&
away the performance . "Shakespare .
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to
sexual stimulation, but reduces physical
abilities and can lead to irresponsible
decisions making. Call Health Services
·
862-3823 for more info.

CONDO FOR SALE OR RENT - Beautiful
antique condo unit near Market Square ,
Portsmouth. 1 bedroom. 2 fireplaces. Small
pets. (603)436-9094.

ROOM FOR RENT! Shared with five girls ,
beautiful house, furni shed, with porch and
yard . Great location - near P.O. in Durham.
Call immediately 868-5994!

To Scott Murphy: You know me. I know you.
But not really. Maybe someday ... love, the
secret one.

Alcoholism has been called "the most
serious drug problem": due to the cost to
society, physical damage to the body ' s
organs, and the large number of fatal ities
and victims resulting from accidents or
withdraw! symptoms. Call 862-3823. Health
Services for more info.

PERSONALS

Room For Rent - Main St. Newmarket in
5 bedroom apt. Wall to wall carpeting. Must
be seen!! 200/month but negotiable .
Available Now. 659-7893 or 659-3281 .

DON'T MISS THE NOTABLES' Relax
before finals at their Winter Concert Saturday, Dec. 10th -- Strafford Room,
MUB- 7:30 PM - $3.00 students.

If you have had a blood transfusion between
1975 and 1985, you might be at risk for
AIDS . For free and anonymous AIDS
antibody counseling and for testing call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH. 8623823.

Female needed to share a 4 bedroom
apartment with 3 other women. In Dover
at $150/mo. plus utilities. Off street parking.
Available whenever. 742-6932.

CONDO FOR SALE OR RENT - Spacious
2 bedroom condo, quiet Portsmouth area,
residential setting near Coast route . Pets
allowed. (603)436-9094.

NOTABLES' WINTER CONCERTI if you
liked the1n at Homecoming, you'll love them
at Christmas! Saturday, Dec. 10th - Strafford Room, MUB 7:30 PM, $3.00 student.

Gary, Joanie & Natalie- you all have been
such great buddies, hope we can all keep
·
in touch. -Computer Nut.
P.S . - Wa iting for a night of Buddy Holly
in your condo . Hoping to hear from you
soon. K.K .
Ryan! Happy 21st! Thanks for being such
a special friend . Get read y to dance your
feet off. Love ya Chris.
To the men of Kappa Sigma : Thanks for
being special friends . Sorry we 're not
around much . Get to know our pledg es, ·
they're great! - Rob illard . P.S. Psychedd
for our raid .
To the situp master, I love watching those
muscles fle x more than I can express in
words!
Elena, You 're the best! You bring the best
out of the worst people and you always
make me smile. Stephen, I love you too!
Love ya, Roomie Robes .

Carolyne- the best little sister- Keep your
chin up, remember I'm always here for you.
Love your big sis, Chris.
THRIFT SALE to benefit St. Francis House,
a homeless shelter. Friday (TODAY) in the
MUB , 9-4 . Sponsored by the Fireside
Experience Program.

Ti-i-i-iime is on my side. My left side.
Trish- What is your favorite # ? Don't you
like to type ALOT?
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH .. .feel free to
call any of these members of the. Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors, Nursing Dept.
862 -3405, Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office 862-2050, Les Fisher,
English Dept. 862-1313 , Marianne Fortescue, Student Activities 862-1524, Susan
Franzosa, Dept. of Education 862-2376 ,
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 8622050.
Flip - Hi hope everything is going just
"swell" for you and C.C Thanks for the loan
- maybe needing it again soon! You're such
a great bro. Love, Sis.
Jay , your colloquium questions really
boggle my mind and make me pull my hair
out. Although you aren 't as intelligent as
that beautiful brunett e, I just may leav e
you my microphone when I decide to retire .
US'e it in good taste, your favorite prof.
Birds - You looked really really bad Tuesday
night. Get psyched up for Broom Ball early
next semester. Your new captain. Spaulding
Snails.
This absent minded Senior left her Sanyo
Walkman with blue earphones & J immy
Cliff/ Bob Marley tape in the library 3rd floor
(I think). Please, please - if you found it
have some Christmas Spirit and return itl!
I'd be so psyched' Thanx- Paula P 8686074.
NOTABLES ' WINTER CONCERT! if you
liked them at Homecoming, you'll love them
at Christmas! Saturday , Dec . 10th Strafford Room , MUB 7:30 PM , $3 .00
student.

- Whoever found my' stone - wa~ . ·· d Jean
jacket last Tuesday night could you please
call 868-3853. I need it back along with .
my wallet and passport.
Joanne & Beth - What can I say .. .it's just
going to get better from here ... Never forget
Boston, Expresso anyone? No I don't think
so. Never forget Boston State House, the
cheap rates of the Beacon St. Apts. Good
quality time with good friends can never
be perfected. Love, Bevyi's buddy.
Werner- Happy 20th Birthday!!
To the girls who sent the carnation to Apt .
1 - your move.
To BIG and Little "M" who live under the
same roof- Will Flip Kell us all off? Could
he live on after all of us die from CFC
production and ozone depletion, even
though some styrofoam doesn't use CFC
-11, CFC -12 , but to use CFC -22 which
is not harmful to the ozone , but is detrimental to the earth we walk on- oh if you
want move "research information ". Call
1-800-102-PURE, you know "the saint "
Love you all. P.S. Hello auzzi.
M.K. & P.S. - The.GO men of UNH- even
though women constantly surround you
both, I always seem able to step back and
see you for what you really give .. .but we
won't share that with everyone. Good luck
to you both, hope to always keep in touch.
Don't ever forget how much you both have
done for UNH. Some people really appreciate other's hard work. K.K.
CHRIS GERMAIN - I caught you in the
act, you piece of scum . Expect revenge .
Love, TSO.
If you have used I.V. drugs and shared
needles since 1978, you might be at risk
for AIDS . For free, anonymous and non judgemental AIDS antibody counseling
and or testing call the office of Health
Education and Promotion, Health Services
Center, UNH, 862-3823.
DON'T MISS OUT! - Barbados Braeak '89
is almost SOLD OUT! Call now and reserve
your spot! Absolute deadline is Dec . 13
for $75 deposit. Also look for details on
Venezulla and Jamica - 2 new destinations
or Call Paula at 868-607 4.
Santa is coming to share with you .at
Durham Red Cross Blood Program all
Monday, December 5 through Friday ,
December 9 at the MUB
We ex pect to go back to the North Pole
with our packs swelling with gifts of life
- watch for u·s and save us some soup and
sandwiches - we'll cold on arrival! Santa 's
rs_!! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
el_p_e_
h_
_
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FIRESIDE THRIFT SALE, inexpensive
quality clothing , many men's suits . To
benefit St. Francis House, a homeless
shelter, FRIDAY, 9-4.

DON'T MISS THE NOTABLES! Relax
before finals at their Winter Concert Saturday, Dec. 10th--Strafford Rm., MUB7:30 PM - $3.00 students.

Where can you win a weekend for two at

a ski re~ort, and Boston Hotels, ski passes,
dinners and much more? The Holiday Gift
Spree , Saturday Decem_ber 10 from 6-8
pm in the MUB Pub . Hors d'oeuvres,
entertainment and a cash bar!! Sponsored
by the Hotel Sales and Marketing Assoc iation. Get your tickets at the MUB ticket
office!'
C.G. & W.J . - Thanks for your help in trying
to get the formal together, although nothing
came to be. Kathleen .
Hey Dweeb 1 We all love you and want you
to be HAPPY! Hang in there! Geek and
Purple.
Looking for some extra cash over Winter
Break? Key Personnel is a personnel
service that offers a variety of temporary
office and retail positions in the Northern
MA, Southern NH , and Souther ME areas.
We offer top wages, a $25 referal bonus
and opportunity to work with some of the
areas employers. Call Key Personnel today
for details. 964-9495.

"AD

**
A loving option. Teddy bears, *
warm fuzzy blankets and lots !
of love await your special *
are pregnant and *
child. If
*
considering adoption, please *
call Fran and Jim's adoption *
advisor, collect at (802)235- *
· *
2312.
*
you

~****************~
~
Thomas said to them (the disciples), "Unless
I see the scars of the nails in his hands and
put my finger on those scars and-my hand
in his side, I will not believe" A week later
the disciples were together again indoors,
and Thomas was with them. The doors were
locked, but Jesus came and stood among
them and said, "Peace be with you." Then
he said to Thomas, "Put your finger here,
and look at my hands; then reach out your
hand and put it in my side. Stop your
doubting and believe."
Thomas answered him, "My Lord and my
God."
Jesus said to him, "Do you believe because
you see me? How happy are those who
believe without seeing me!" (TEV)

P. Szturm- Can't you tell?? - The giraffe
girl.
CONGRATULATIONS to the new sisters
of Delta Theta Chi! We knew you could do
it! We are psyched and proud to call you
sisters! Love all your sisters.
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An Air Force ROTC

.

·pmayget}Ollonthe
.
right track to success. Find out if }Ol1
qualify for tuition and other expenses, plus
$100 each academic month. Get on the
right track. Talk to:
CAPT GREG MESERVE
"APPLICATIQNS BEING ACCEPTED"
862-1480
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Monday, December 5th from 6-9
f
Do your X-Mas shopping at
*j
f
* .\
p.m. in room 153, MUB. ALL are
~ i COUNTRY BOUSE GARDENS I
gift & craft shop ;
*i
invited to stop in, voice your
* :i~ 30% OFF all merchandise '£
thOughts, concerns, and/or opin* i (November 25th through Christmas) f:
ions.
f
**t; Everything is going to be sold!! ,~
f,
DON'T MISS IT!!
*;
The Student Press is a Student
f
--*1
Activity Fees funded organization.
JI
i
*
Your input is both important and
*
welcomed. It could make all the
!
i
difference! Fill out an application
:.,:___. . ___....f
~-_....,_..,_,,__;_
*
for any of the SPO positioris; Dir.,
**
Bus. Manager, Advertising Director,
Advertising Asoociates, Photo ·Di**
rector, Photographers, Production
Manager, Writers, Editors·, etc.
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Fri,Sat,Sun: Open9-5

Rte. 108
Stagecoach Road,
Durham,.N.H.

Spectacular
Panoramic
View

~.

NUBBLE LIGHT
RESTAURANT

- '
,,L. · f fo~ , , .,/, '
?"":;. -_-_ _..,... :: ; - ~d..

...Of the Light House, Maine's rocky coastline and the Atlantic Ocean.
All of this while you <line on the freshest and finest of menu selections.

*

*

*

SEAFOOD
STEAKS
LOBSTER
*SUNDAY.BRUNCH* COCKTAILS* LUNCHEONS
DAILY SPECIALS
CHILDREN'S MENU

*

*

Nubble Road, Off Scenic Rte lA
y ork Beach, Maine
·
1-207-363-4054

Resume
Service ·

--

r

~

\~

Thursday Night
Senior Citizens
Eat for $6.95
includes all new Salad Bar

OPEN YEAR ROUND
M-F 4-9
,
Closed Tues. & Wed.
SAT 12-9
SUN 11-8

Friday Fish Night
Fried or Broiled
All You Can Eat
$8.95 (includes Salad Bar)

it CAN'T BEAR~ ·

-=----t\

CHRISTMAS ~
WITHOUT YOU

-For high quality resumes,
matching cover sheets and ·
envelopes, depend on Kinko's,
the copy center.

·kinko•s·
the copy center
51 Mai n .St.

Durham,N.H.
868-6322

~

The Japan Exchange arid Teaching
Program seeks to promote mutual
understanding between Japan and
the U.S. by inviting young native
speakers of English to Japan for a
year to teach English at
the local junior high
and senior high school levels.

~~---~ ~

Term: One year, August I, 1989 - July 31, 1990

Eligibility Requirements:
U.S. citizenship
age under 35 as of August 1, 1989
at least a B.A. degree as of August 1, 1989
Applications must be postmarked no later than December 15,
1988. For further information and applications, please contact
Elizabeth Schaefer at the Japanese Consulate in Boston (617)
973-9772, or Chris Lucas at the J.E.T. Office at the Embassy in
Waslpngton, (202) 939-6779.
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W om en 's ho ck ey
sp lit s co nt est s
By Heather Grant

outstanding
Guy Tomasky, Scott Mercier and Dave Smith proudly wear the medals they earned for
ent.
Tournam
nal
Invitatio
te
perform ances at the Second Annual UNH Shotoka n Collegia
{Eric Stites photo)

The UNH women's hockey
team won their season opener
last Saturday at home when they
defeated Princeto n but were
handed a tough loss at Northeastern on Tuesday night.
It was a cliffhange r at Snively
Arena on Novembe r 26th as the
Wildcats held on to beat visiting
Princeton in overtime. The first
per-iod proved to be actionpacked as New Hampsh ire's
Karen Akre started off the
scoring a minute and a half into
the game. Princeton came back
to score two in a row but UNH
was on top at the end of the
oeriod as a result of three
consecuti ve goals, one by junior

Sh oto ka n ma ke s wi nn ers ·; ~~%~~l:!:rurrs~o,~N~
By J. Russel Pabst
With all the attention . on the
UNH campus focused on the
hockey and basketba ll teams,
one UNH athletic team has
been quietly rolling along with
a very impressiv e season as well
as gaining national recognitio n.
Although the UNH Shotokan
squad is at club status, it has not
stopped the approxiam ately 60
members for competin g with
the same intensity as a varsity
level team.
Shotokan , a form of martial
arts, runs its collegiate competition in two segments , Kumite
(sparring ) and Kata, an ensamble of differen t blocks and
strikes.
In the recent Second Annual
UNH Shotokan Collegiat e Invitationa l Tournam ent the
UNH squad of 20 took 14 first
places out of a possible 16.

The tourname nt, which featured such colleges as UMass,
Temple and Philadelp hia, saw
New Hampshi re win first place
in the team (three participan ts)
competit ion in Kata. The first
place squad consisted of Dave
Smith, Scott Mercier and Jesse
Dalrey.
In individu al competi tion
there are three classifica tions
in both Kumite and Kata. The
lower belt division is for white
and yellow belts while the upper
belt division is for brown and
black belt participa nts. The
colored belt class is for those
belts that come between the
yellow and brown classes.
Individua lly, Smith, Mercier
and Guy Tomasky also excelled
for UNH. Mercier gained top
honors in both Kumite and Kata
in the colored belt division.

-L~-;ters (cont.·)... · h;.;
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StYf O f oa m
To the Editor:
I wish to simultaneously respond
to both letters- regarding styrofoam
in the last Friday edition of The
New HtJmpshire. Let me first say
that I. became interested in styrofoam as an issue for a class project.
As part of the project, our group
did an informal survey in the MUB
regarding people's attitudes about
styrofoam usage, and also their
general environmental knowledge.
I brought 't hese results to a staff
member of The New Hampshir e
for possible publication (the article
was written in a totally objective
manner and portrayed no opinion
one way or the other). I was treated
extremely rudely by the staff
member in the office and told that
my piece would have to be a "letter
to the editor" or a "forum piece"
because it dealt with styrofoam, it
could not possibly be objective. He
made these claims without ever
even seeing the article I had written.
Be that as it may, I left the article
with him and it has not been
published to date: In any case, part
· of our project is to educate ourselves
as thoroughly as possible regarding
the issue of styrofoam before we
make public statements of any kind.
Mr. Pilar in his letter notes that
cups break down after 10 years,
granted they may be in smaller
pieces, but they still remain styrofoam nonetheless. I had already
called the 1-800 # that Mr. Schrader
suggests and it was verified to me
by the woman on the phone that
styrofoam does not break down for
over 400 years. Mr. Pilar is 100%
correct that there are many worse
problems than styrofoam cups that
need to be dealt with. I wonder if

Smith finished behind Mercier
in the Kumite division. Tomasky took first in both the
Kumite and Kata in the lower
belt division.
In the women's bracket, Camilla Gurgis earned first place
honors in Kata and second in
Kumite in the upper belt division. Lisa Larose won the
Kumite competi tion for the
colored belts. First place in the
Kumite and Kata competiti ons
for the lower belts went to
Kristin Doucet.
The UNH Shotokan team
had also received national recognition at the Philadel phia
National Tournam ent earlier
this fall. With the combinat ion
of Smith, Mercier and Dalrey
in the team competit ion, the
UNH squad finished third in
the tourname nt.
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To the Editor:
Gail Robertson made some good
points in her article, "Gen Eds are

a
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Prrnceto n recovere d tn the
second period, outscorin g the
Wildcats by a 3-1 margin and
giving them a 6-5 lead after twff
periods. Senior Anne Ensor
scored the only goal of the
second period. Freshman Molly
Matthew s got credit for the
assist.
Junior Andria Hunter reco:.
vered for UNH on a power play
goal tying it up at six only three
minutes into the -t hird period.
The UNH defense held on, only
allowing one Princeto n shot
which was easily stopped by
goaltend er Gina Grassi. The
game then went into sudden
death overtime.
Princeto n was able to hold

W• W

on until, with only two minutes
left in the extra frame, Ensor
passed the puck to freshman
Shauna Davidso n on a breakaway. Narrowl y missing its
mark, the puck hit the post and
bounced directly back to Ensor,
who skillfully stuffed it into the
net. The contest was over and
UNH had come out on top.
When asked about her game
winning goal, the only thing a
laughing Anne Ensor had to say
was, "It was a great pass off the
post!"
The Lady 'Cats then traveled
to Boston to take on arch rival
Northeas tern Universit y. It was
a frustratin g game for UNH as
they outshot the Huskies 45 to
38, but lost by a score of 6-1.
Northeas tern's freshman star
Vicki Sunohara was unstoppa ble
as she scored 4 goals, two of
which were unassiste d. Frustration took its toll late in the
second period when Shawna
Davidson , who unintenti onally
slashed the Northeas tern goalie,
was bullied by two opposing
players. As a result, Davidson
and one Northea stern player
were ejected from the game,
while the other Northeas tern
perpetrat or served a ten minute
miscond uct penalty. UNH's
only goal was scored by Andria
Hunter with an assist from
Karen Akre.
The Wildcats will take on
Providen ce at ·home tonight at
Snively Arena, and Cornell will
be here for a game on Saturday
afternoon at 1 pm.

Yea Team! Go Wildcats!
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Baske tball team
knock s off Rams
By Naomi Eivove

With only eight players to
work with, the UNH women's
basketball team came through
to defeat the University of
Rhode Island 63-55 in their first
game of the season on Tuesday
night.
Only one of these players,
senior co-captain Kris Kinney,
<: •- ~ .
is a returning starter. She did
not play a great deal during the
first half due to foul trouble and
she fouled out in the second.
Fortunately she came through
to earn 11 points for the 'Cats
while she was in the game.
An impressive show was put
on by sophomore point guard
Julie Donlon. She showed aggressive offensive action and
good court vision. According
to assistant coach Karen Pinkos,
"(Donlon) handled the ball very
well under pressure. I was
impressed with her; she hasn't
had that much experience."
Last year, Donlon saw only
158 minutes of playing time,
whereas Tuesday night, she
played 34 out of the 40 minutes.
I
The UNH women's baske~~all team star~ed off the season in fine fashion, topping the University\ Her frequent drives to the
basket earned 14 points for the
of Rhode Island in the season opener. (F de photo)
. team, and she sank 12 out of 15
of her foul shots, finishing with
a total of 26 points.
Junior forward Deb Dorsch
was also ?1:1 ~arge_t. Last year

r:> _,,

r·
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Track ready for action
By Susan McLarter
Tomorrow the women's track
team will be hosting their first
meet in over five years. It will
be "A celebration of the new
facility and the sport of track
and field," says head coach
Nancy Krueger.
Coach Krueger is back at the
helm of the women's track team
after a year's leave of absence.
She has been coaching here at
UNH since 1979, when her
teams trained in what she has
refered to as "the dustbowl."
Despite that the athletes always
had a strong dedication and
spirit to themselves and the
team. Now that the dust has
been cleared away and replaced
with a new track, she believes
the team will still have the
dedication of old plus the new
facility of which they can be
proud.
Tomorrow will be a nonscoring meet against Tufts
University and the Boston Athletic Club. Also joining in the
celebration will be alumni and
track and field participants from
the ar·ea who have suppo_rted

participating in long jump.
Sophomore Michelle Page and
freshman Kristine Grange are
also expected to fare well in this
event.
·
The high jump will be led by
senior Joanne Marshall. Also
showing promise are freshman
leapers Kristy Downing, Caroline Fitzgerald and Pamela
Reid.
Sophomore Caroly Sedgwick
will be leading the 'Cats in the
hurdles and the sprints. Joining
her in the hurdles will be
Fitzgerald while Downing will
join her in the sprints.
The throwers will be paced
by senior Karen Wenmark in
the 20 pound hammer.
It should be an exciting season
for the women's track team.
Coach Krueger hopes that ~ac?
member will develop realistic
goals and constantly strive
towards reaching them. She
believes that by developing
mutual respect among the team
and herself, the goals for the
team will be met. She is proud
of her team and the new track
and everyone is ready for an
exciting seasori to begin.

s?e

the women·s team thoughout
the "dusty years."
The meet will feature Olympie runner Lynn Jennings of
Newmarket, who finished sixth
in the 10,000 meter race in
Seoul.
The UNH roster has almost
doubled, leaping from 28 to 50
tracksters. Throughout the season excellent performances
should be seen from some
returning upperclassmen and
Coach Krueger sees a lot of
promise in many freshman.
Junior Dawn Enterlain should
lead the team in the distance
races. She will run in any of the
races from the 800 meter to the
three kilometer. Freshman Kim
Ciley will be joining Enterlain
in the distance races.
The 400 meter race should
see fine performances from
junior Tyche Hotchkiss and
sophomore Alexandra Wannop.
Freshman Kerry Fortier also
looks to make an impression.
Laura Schofield, a sophomore,
and freshman Leah Schmalzbauer are expected to give
strong performances in the 50
meter dash. Both will also be

*************************************************!

!
!*

Friday

Saturday

:

Women's Hockey vs.

Women's Track and

:
:

Cornell 4 :30 pm

Field 1 :00 pm
:
Swimming and Diving !
vs. Holy Cross 1 :00 pm!

:*

!

Wildcat Weekend

Saturday
Women's Hockey"vs.

!
:*
!

!
:*
Providence 7:00 pm
!*
!
- -*
**************************************************
Men's Basketball vs.
Holy Cross 3:00 pm

-HOOP

averaged :S.9 points per game,
but in the opener she scored 10
points and earned 7 rebounds.
Again, Dorsch does not have
a great deal of experience, but
her energy and enthusiasm
should bring her a successful
season.
As for the height of the team,
Junior Rita McCarroll, 6 - 2
proved to be a threat (8 rebounds) when she used her
height as an asset. Kinney, also
6-2 earned 7 rebounds, and
senior co-captain Carolyn Keaveny, 5-11, showed good court
_sense and potential to be a great
defense player (3 rebounds) ..
Energetic junior Shelley Fttz
had a good game, achieving .10
points and 4 rebounds; her quick
feet and determination aided
her in this success.
Sophomores, Michele Brusseau and Jen Casey saw limited
time in the game, although they
helped out with 2 rebounds each.
Being that it is the beginning
of the season, the Wildcats are
still experimenting with various
combinations of players. According to Pinkos, ther wil.l be
playing different combmat10ns
depending on the teams they
are playing.
. .
The Wildcats are at Fairfield
for the Warner Classic today and
tommorow, and they face Boston College on Wednesday.

(continued from page 32)

door pass for a layup at the 15:41
mark Brown increased their
lead t~ 17 points.
Coach Friel quickly called a
time out, and made ~ume wholesale changes in the line up. Friel
sent in freshmen Joe Carr, Bob
Cummins and Joe Spitale. With
fresh legs, the Wildcats tightened up on defense and started
an amazing comeback.
Spitale used his size (six feet
seven inches, 205 pounds) to
muscle inside and scored six
points in a five minute span.
During that time the 'Cats
outscored Brown 13-2 and
pulled within striking distai:ce.
With the UNH partisan
crowd on their feet with excitement, the Bruins lead hovered
around six points until Eric
Thielen brought the house down
with a dunk off an inside pass
from Derek Counts.
The Wildcats were not
through. Jeff Carr netted seven
of his 12 points in the final five
minutes of regulation, including ·
a three-pointer that cut Brown's
lead to three. With two minutes
left Carr made a pretty reverse
layup to bring the 'Cats within
one, 71-70.
Keith Carpenter (nine points,
five rebounds) put the 'Cats up
by one with 55 seconds left on
a strong drive to the hoop.
Carpenter was fouled by Thompson on the play, but failed to
finish up the three point play.
Thompson answered by hitting the front end of a one and
one to · notch the score at 72
apiece with 40 seconds remaining. Brown's Mike Traina went
to the foul line, after getting
fouled by UNH' s Bob Cummins,
24 seconds later.
Traina made the fir--st free
throw but missed the second.
Cummins was then fouled by
Brown's Arthur Jackson when

--

he went up for the rebound.
UNH's problems with free
throws continued as Cummins
failed to convert, but the Wildcats got lucky when the ball went
off a Brown player with eight
seconds showing on the clock
and the Bruins leading 73-72:After a UNH timeout, Carpenter inbounded the ball to
Cummins who had the ball
stripped out of his hands. With
the ball loose on the floor
Carpenter somehow came up
with it and with three ticks left
on the ~lock referee Jay Jaworski
called a reach in foul on Brown's
Bernard Muir.
Carpenter cooly sank the
front end of the one and one
situation and Brown's couch
Mike Cingiser decided to call
a timeout to ice Carpenter, who
would be shooting to win the
game for New Hampshire.
The strategy worked as Carpenter failed to convert the
second free throw, thus sending
the game into ~vertime:
The 'Cats never regained the
lead in the overtime stanza,
being outscored 10-5 by the
Bruins, posting the final score
of 83~78.
Friel admitted being worried
at the outset, in connection with
the recent publicity the team
has gotten and the pressure it
might bring about.
"Anything that we didn't
want to happen, happened in
the first half. We were lacking
quickness on both offense and
defense."
Although the 'Cats came up
short, the gutsy comeback
coupled with the outstanding
play of Eric Thielen and Jeff
Carr puts a positive outlook on
the games ahead. Theilen had
an outstanding game, pumping
in 17 points and ripping down
16 rebounds.
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Wi ldc ats up end
Lo we ll Ch ief s
By John Dubois
After the shelling the men's
hockey team took from the two
Michigan teams over the long
holiday wekend, it was nice to
see them change their ways and
win one.
The Cat's defeated Lowell
University at Snively Arena
Wednesda y night by the score
of 5-4.
At the beginning of the game,
it looked as though the fans at
Snively were in for another
depressing loss, just 42 seconds
into the game the Chiefs passed
it is around like they were
playing pond hockey and put
it past UNH goalie Pat Szturm.
Unlike games earlier this
season however, the 'Cats came
back quickly and often. Jeff
Lazaro streaked down the right
wing boards and flipped it past
Lowell goalie Mark Richards.
New Hampshir e then fell
behind 3-1 before Chris Winnes
and Joe Flanagan added two
more goals to tie the game at
three at the first intermission.
In the second period of play
it was Lazaro scoring again on
a beautiful pass from Winnes.
Tim Shields added his third
goal of the season to put the
'Cats up by one to stay.
In this game the 'Cats looked
like a well oiled machine, every
pass connected, every shot had
a particular destinatio n and
every hit looked.like it hurt. This
is the kind of olav that is needed

to be a cont~nder in Hockey
East.
The 'Cats power play and
penalty killing also looked like
it had received a little confidence
boost. "At this level you have
to score power play goals as well
as play well short-han ded,"
UNH Coach Kullen said.
This game also saw the emerging of one of the best defensemen in Hockey East,Jeff Lazaro.
His two goals and superb defensive play kept the 'Cats in this
game the whole night. Coach
Kullen said, "Lazaro played
awesome. " He also felt the
reason that Lazaro played well
was because he received a lot
more playing time. The 'Cats
defensive structure is based on
3 sets of defenseme n and they
rotate throughou t the game. In
this game Lazaro played every
other shift instead of every third
shift, which Kullen thought
helped him play better and more
consistently.
Other UNH players that
stood out on defense were Riel
Bellegard and Dan Prachar.
After a shakey opening few
minutes, Pat Szturm played
some of the best hockey seen
in the UNH net in a long time.
The next UNH game is Saturd a.y down in Rhode Island
against Providence at 2:00 pm.
The 'Cats will then come home
on Tuesday for a game with
Brown at Snively.

Riel Bellegard was just one of the many Wildcats who stood out when UNH defeated Lowell
5-4 in the friendly confines of Snively Arena Wednesda y evening. (Bryim Frayons photo)

Ho op cru she s Ha rva rd ...
off eight straight points and
to a 39-32 halftime lead
· The UNH men's basketball cruised
on Counts' perfection (6-6 )
victory
first
their
team earned
from the charity stripe.
of the young season by rolling
Although UNH shot poorly
Camin
93-74
over Harvard,
the first half from the field
in
bridge, Ma., on Tuesday night.
for 30--40% ), Harvard was
(12
Senior guard, Derek Counts
Harvard could only manworse.
led all scorers with 24 points, age to hit just over 34% from
hitting 16 of 17 free throw
the field, and that, coupled with
attempts. Chris Perkins added
13 turnovers, led to the UNH
18 points for the Wildcats, who
success.
improved their record to .500
In the second half the Wild(1-1).
increased their lead to as
cats
in
still
The 'Cats, who were
as 13 points with 13
many
the shadow of last Saturday's
left in the contest when
minutes
came
Brown,
overtime loss to
Ben hit two free
James
UNH's
out and grabbed a quick 6-2 lead,
to make it 57-44.
throws
on
scored
Marshall
when David
Harvard pulled within six
a pass from Perkins.
of the lead on Scott
points
The Crimson battled back to
wing jumper with
right
Gilley's
tie it at 8-8 and behind Ron
clock and UNH
the
on
left
18
9:
Mitchell, Harvard forged ahead
Friel quickly
Gerry
coach
head
to take a 13-8 lead. That, howout.
time
a
called
ever, would be the last lead the
Friel must have said someCrimson would have in the
thing good because the 'Cats
game.
scored 12 unanswere d points ,
After H arvard's Mike Gielen
pushing the lead to 18 points.
launched a three point bomb
Counts netted eigbt points
23a
made
and
that dropped in
during the streak, including two
23 ballgame, the Wildcats reeled

By J. Russell Pabst

hoops that resulted from two
of his game high five steals.
The H arvard Crimson never
got within 14 points, and head
coach Peter Poby saw his boys
lose for the second time this
season, dropping to 0-2.
Derek Counts entered the
record books for the Wildcats
with a16-17 free throw effort.
Counts' 16 successful "freebies"
now holds the record for most
free throws in game, edging out
Nick Mandraveis' 14 free throw
performan ce back in 1963-64
season.
Keith Carpenter also had a
great game, coming within two
assists and one point to pull off
a rarity in college basketbal- a triple double. Carpenter finished the night with 9 points,
11 rebounds, and eight assists.
Coach Friel will try to keep
things going positively when
they square off against the
Eagles of Boston College on
Thursday night down in Chestnut Hill.

...aft er los s in op ene r
ifs and ch ances ... it wa s an
By J. Russel Pabst
unfortunat e loss."
Disappoin tment and frustraT he game started out slow
t ion . Those ar e so me of th e ·and sloppy with bo th te ams
feelings that are running turn ing the ball over and m issthrough Lundholm Gymnasium ing shots. It took two minutes
after the UNH men's basketball before D ave Marshall opened
team suffered an 83-78 overtime up the scoring with a layup. The
' loss to Brown University on lead changed hands several
Saturday afternoon.
times for the first nine minutes,
The Wildcats, who trailed by but when Kieth Carpenter
11 at the half and as many as nailed a jumper from the right
:,#
17 in the second half, battled wing, UNH had a five point
back to tie it up at the end of lead. Then came Mr. Marcus
regulation , only to see Brown Thompson .
pull away in the overtime stanThompso n (34 points), a
za.
of Charles Barkley,
protQtype
"Personally, and for the play- started to take control of the
The men's basketball squad has already seen ups and downs
staff, it was a very
this season as they fell in their opener but came back t;o stop ers and the
game for Brown. Thompso n
loss,'' said head coach launched two bombs from 20
cough
photo}
Harvard. (Paul Chalue
Gerry Friel. "There's a !or of feet that found rhei- mark. and

\:_if"·

was equally deadly from inside
the three-poin t line. And when
Brown ' s Bernard Mui r h it a
short jump sho t with four
secon ds le ft in the half, the
Bruins had themselves a 42-3.1
half time lead.
Brown was not about to let
up either. The Bruins started
the second half where they left
off..,...,.shooting from the outside
and in the huge hands of Marcus
Thompson . The roundish six
foot five inch, 200 pound (he
is listed at a slim 195 ), senior
canned a jumper just inside
three point range, and when he
received a nifty alley-oop back1
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